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Glossary

Action-angle variables A particular set of variables (y;
x) D ((y1; : : : ; yd ); (x1; : : : ; xd )), xi (“angles”) defined
modulus 2! , particularly suited to describe the general
behavior of an integrable system.

Fast convergent (Newton) method Super-exponential
algorithms, mimicking Newton’s method of tangents,

used to solve di!erential problems involving small
divisors.

Hamiltonian dynamics The dynamics generated by
a Hamiltonian system on a symplectic manifold,
i. e., on an even-dimensional manifold endowed with
a symplectic structure.

Hamiltonian system A time reversible, conservative
(without dissipation or expansion) dynamical sys-
tem, which generalizes classical mechanical systems
(solutions of Newton’s equation mi ẍi D fi(x), with
1 ! i ! d and f D ( f1; : : : ; fd ) a conservative
force field); they are described by the flow of di!eren-
tial equations (i. e., the time t map associating to an
initial condition, the solution of the initial value prob-
lem at time t) on a symplectic manifold and, locally,
look like the flow associated with the system of di!er-
ential equation ṗ D "Hq(p; q), q̇ D Hp(p; q) where
p D (p1; : : : ; pd ), q D (q1; : : : ; qd ).

Integrable Hamiltonian systems A very special class of
Hamiltonian systems, whose orbits are described by
linear flows on the standard d-torus: (y; x) ! (y; x C
! t) where (y; x) are action-angle variables and t is
time; the ! i’s are called the “frequencies” of the orbit.

Invariant tori Manifolds di!eomorphic to tori invariant
for the flow of a di!erential equation (especially of
Hamiltonian di!erential equations); establishing the
existence of tori invariant for Hamiltonian flows is the
main object of KAM theory.

KAM Acronym from the names of Kolmogorov (An-
drey Nikolaevich Kolmogorov, 1903–1987), Arnold
(Vladimir Igorevich Arnold, 1937) and Moser (Jürgen
K. Moser, 1928–1999), whose results, in the 1950’s and
1960’s, in Hamiltonian dynamics, gave rise to the the-
ory presented in this article.

Nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems Hamiltonian
systems which are small perturbations of an integrable
system andwhich, in general, exhibit amuch richer dy-
namics than the integrable limit. Nevertheless, KAM
theory asserts that, under suitable assumptions, the
majority (in the measurable sense) of the initial data of
a nearly-integrable system behaves as in the integrable
limit.

Quasi-periodic motions Trajectories (solutions of a sys-
tem of di!erential equations), which are conjugate to
linear flow on tori.

Small divisors/denominators Arbitrary small combina-
tions of the form ! # k :D Pd

jD1 !i ki with ! D (!1;

: : : ; !d ) 2 Rd a real vector and k 2 Zd an integer
vector di!erent from zero; these combinations arise in
the denominators of certain expansions appearing in
the perturbation theory of Hamiltonian systems, mak-
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ing (when d > 1) convergent arguments very delicate.
Physically, small divisors are related to “resonances”,
which are a typical feature of conservative systems.

Stability The property of orbits of having certain proper-
ties similar to a reference limit; more specifically, in the
context of KAM theory, stability is normally referred
to as the property of action variables of staying close to
their initial values.

Symplectic structure A mathematical structure (a di!er-
entiable, non-degenerate, closed 2-form) apt to de-
scribe, in an abstract setting, the main geometrical fea-
tures of conservative di!erential equations arising in
mechanics.

Definition of the Subject

KAM theory is a mathematical, quantitative theory which
has as its primary object the persistence, under small
(Hamiltonian) perturbations, of typical trajectories of in-
tegrable Hamiltonian systems. In integrable systems with
bounded motions, the typical trajectory is quasi-peri-
odic, i. e., may be described through the linear flow
x 2 T d ! x C ! t 2 T d where T d denotes the standard
d-dimensional torus (see Sect. “Introduction” below), t is
time, and ! D (!1; : : : ; !d ) 2 Rd is the set of frequencies
of the trajectory (if d D 1, 2!/! is the period of the mo-
tion).

The main motivation for KAM theory is related to
stability questions arising in celestial mechanics which
were addressed by astronomers and mathematicians such
as Kepler, Newton, Lagrange, Liouville, Delaunay, Weier-
strass, and, from a more modern point of view, Poincaré,
Birkho!, Siegel, . . .

The major breakthrough in this context, was due to
Kolmogorov in 1954, followed by the fundamental work
of Arnold and Moser in the early 1960s, who were able to
overcome the formidable technical problem related to the
appearance, in perturbative formulae, of arbitrarily small
divisors1. Small divisors make the use of classical analyti-
cal tools (such as the standard Implicit Function Theorem,
fixed point theorems, etc.) impossible and could be con-
trolled only through a “fast convergent method” of New-
ton-type2, which allowed, in view of the super-exponential
rate of convergence, counterbalancing the divergences in-
troduced by small divisors.

Actually, the main bulk of KAM theory is a set of tech-
niques based, as mentioned, on fast convergent methods,
and solving various questions in Hamiltonian (or general-
izations of Hamiltonian) dynamics. By now, there are ex-
cellent reviews of KAM theory – especially Sect. 6.3 of [6]
and [60] – which should complement the reading of this

article, whose main objective is not to review but rather
to explain the main fundamental ideas of KAM theory.
To do this, we re-examine, in modern language, the main
ideas introduced, respectively, by the founders of KAM
theory, namely Kolmogorov (in Sect. “Kolmogorov The-
orem”), Arnold (in Sect. “Arnold’s Scheme”) and Moser
(Sect. “The Di!erentiable Case: Moser’s Theorem”).

In Sect. “Future Directions” we briefly and informally
describe a few developments and applications of KAM the-
ory: this section is by no means exhaustive and is meant
to give a non technical, short introduction to some of the
most important (in our opinion) extensions of the original
contributions; for more detailed and complete reviews we
recommend the above mentioned articles Sect. 6.3 of [6]
and [60].

Appendix A contains a quantitative version of the clas-
sical Implicit Function Theorem.

A set of technical notes (such as notes 17, 18, 19, 21,
24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 34, 39), which the reader not particularly
interested in technical mathematical arguments may skip,
are collected in Appendix B and complete the mathemat-
ical expositions. Appendix B also includes several other
complementary notes, which contain either standard ma-
terial or further references or side comments.

Introduction

In this article we will be concerned withHamiltonian flows
on a symplectic manifold (M; dy ^ dx); for general infor-
mation, see, e. g., [5] or Sect. 1.3 of[6]. Notation, main def-
initions and a few important properties are listed in the
following items.

(a) As symplectic manifold (“phase space”) we shall con-
sider M :D B $ T d with d % 2 (the case d D 1 is
trivial for the questions addressed in this article)
where: B is an open, connected, bounded set in Rd ;
T d :D Rd /(2!Zd ) is the standard flat d-dimensional
torus with periods3 2!

(b) dy ^ dx :D Pd
iD1 dyi ^ dxi , (y 2 B, x 2 T d ) is the

standard symplectic form4

(c) Given a real-analytic (or smooth) function H : M !
R, the Hamiltonian flow governed by H is the one-
parameter family of di!eomorphisms " t

H : M ! M,
which to z 2 M associates the solution at time t of the
di!erential equation5

ż D J2drH(z) ; z(0) D z ; (1)

where ż D dz/dt, J2d is the standard symplectic
(2d $ 2d)-matrix

J2d D
!
0 "1d
1d 0

"
;
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1d denotes the unit (d$d)-matrix, 0 denotes a (d$d)
block of zeros, andr denotes gradient; in the symplec-
tic coordinates (y; x) 2 B $ T d , equations (1) reads

#
ẏ D "Hx (y; x)
ẋ D Hy(y; x)

;

#
y(0) D y
x(0) D x (2)

Clearly, the flow " t
H is defined until y(t) eventually

reaches the border of B.
Equations (1) and (2) are called the Hamilton’s equa-
tions with Hamiltonian H; usually, the symplectic (or
“conjugate”) variables (y; x) are called action-angle
variables6; the number d (= half of the dimension of
the phase space) is also referred to as “the number of
degrees of freedom7”.
The Hamiltonian H is constant over trajectories
" t
H(z), as it follows immediately by di!erentiating

t ! H(" t
H(z)). The constant value E D H(" t

H(z)) is
called the energy of the trajectory " t

H(z).
Hamilton equations are left invariant by symplectic (or
“canonical”) change of variables, i. e., by di!eomor-
phisms onMwhich preserve the 2-form dy ^ dx; i. e.,
if " : (y; x) 2 M ! (#; $) D "(y; x) 2 M is a di!eo-
morphism such that d# ^ d$ D dy ^ dx, then

" ı " t
H ı "!1 D " t

Hı!!1 : (3)

An equivalent condition for a map " to be symplectic
is that its Jacobian " 0 is a symplectic matrix, i. e.,

" 0T J2d" 0 D J2d (4)

where J2d is the standard symplectic matrix intro-
duced above and the superscript T denotes matrix
transposition.
By a (generalization of a) theorem of Liouville, the
Hamiltonian flow is symplectic, i. e., the map (y; x) !
(#; $) D " t

H(y; x) is symplectic for any H and any t;
see Corollary 1.8, [6].
A classical way of producing symplectic transforma-
tions is by means of generating functions. For example,
if g(#; x) is a smooth function of 2d variables with

det
@2g
@#@x

¤ 0 ;

then, by the Implicit Function Theorem (IFT; see [36]
or Sect. “A The Classical Implicit Function Theorem”
below), the map " : (y; x) ! (#; $) defined implicitly
by the relations

y D @g
@x
; $ D @g

@#
;

yields a local symplectic di!eomorphism; in such
a case, g is called the generating function of the trans-
formation " . For example, the function # # x is the
generating function of the identity map.
For general information about symplectic changes
of coordinates, generating functions and, in general,
about symplectic structures we refer the reader to [5]
or [6].

(d) A solution z(t) D (y(t); x(t)) of (2) is a maxi-
mal quasi-periodic solution with frequency vector
! D (!1; : : : ; !d ) 2 Rd if ! is a rationally-indepen-
dent vector, i. e.,

9n 2 Zd s:t: ! # n :D
dX

iD1

!i ni D 0

H) n D 0 ; (5)

and if there exist smooth (periodic) functions
v; u : T d ! Rd such that8

(
y(t) D v(! t)
x(t) D ! t C u(! t) :

(6)

(e) Let !, u and v be as in the preceding item and let U
and " denote, respectively, the maps

(
U : % 2 T d ! U(%) :D % C u(%) 2 T d

" : % 2 T d ! "(%) :D (v(%);U(%)) 2 M

If U is a smooth di!eomorphism of T d (so that, in
particular9 detU" ¤ 0) then " is an embedding of T d

intoM and the set

T! D T d
! :D "(T d ) (7)

is an embedded d-torus invariant for " t
H and on which

the motion is conjugated to the linear (Kronecker)
flow % ! % C ! t, i. e.,

"!1 ı " t
H ı "(%) D % C ! t ; 8% 2 T d : (8)

Furthermore, the invariant torus T! is a graph over
T d and is Lagrangian, i. e., (T! has dimension d and)
the restriction of the symplectic form dy ^ dx on T!

vanishes10.
(f) In KAM theory a major role is played by the nu-

merical properties of the frequencies !. A typical as-
sumption is that ! is a (homogeneously) Diophantine
vector: ! 2 Rd is called Diophantine or (&; ')-Dio-
phantine if, for some constants 0 < & ! mini j!i j and
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' % d " 1, it verifies the following inequalities:

j! # nj % &

jnj# ; 8n 2 Zd n f0g ; (9)

(normally, for integer vectors n, jnj denotes jn1jC# # #C
jnd j, but other normsmaywell be used).We shall refer
to & and ' as the Diophantine constants of !. The set
of Diophantine numbers in Rd with constants & and '

will be denoted by Dd
$;# ; the union over all & > 0 of

Dd
$;# will be denoted by Dd

# and the union over all
' % d " 1 of Dd

# will be denoted by Dd . Basic facts
about these sets are11: if ' < d " 1 then Dd

# D ;; if
' > d " 1 then the Lebesgue measure of Rd nDd

# is
zero; if ' D d " 1, the Lebesguemeasure ofDd

# is zero
but its intersection with any open set has the cardinal-
ity of R.

(g) The tori T! defined in (e) with ! 2 Dd will be called
maximal KAM tori for H.

(h) A Hamiltonian function (#; $) 2 M ! H(#; $) hav-
ing a maximal KAM torus (or, more generally, a max-
imal invariant torus as in (e) with ! rationally inde-
pendent)T! , can be put into the form12

K(y; x) :D E C ! # y C Q(y; x) ;

with @˛
y Q(0; x) D 0; 8˛ 2 Nd ; j˛j ! 1 ; (10)

compare, e. g., Sect. 1 of [59]; in the variables (y; x),
the torus T! is simply given by fy D 0g $ T d and E is
its (constant) energy. A Hamiltonian in the form (10)
is said to be in Kolmogorov normal form.
If

deth@2yQ(0; #)i ¤ 0 ; (11)

(where the brackets denote an average over T d and
@2y the Hessian with respect to the y-variables) we shall
say that the Kolmogorov normal formK in (10) is non-
degenerate; similarly, we shall say that the KAM torus
T! for H is non-degenerate if H can be put in a non-
degenerate Kolmogorov normal form.

Remark 1

(i) A classical theorem by H. Weyl says that the flow

% 2 T d ! % C ! t 2 T d ; t 2 R

is dense (ergodic) in T d if and only if ! 2 Rd is
rationally independent (compare [6], Theorem 5.4
or Sect. 1.4 of [33]). Thus, trajectories on KAM tori
fill them densely (i. e., pass in any neighborhood of
any point).

(ii) In view of the preceding remark, it is easy to see that
if ! is rationally independent, (y(t); x(t)) in (6) is
a solution of (2) if and only if the functions v and u
satisfy the following quasi-linear system of PDEs on
T d :

(
D!v D "Hx (v(%); % C u(%))
! C D!u D Hy(v(%); % C u(%))

(12)

where D! denotes the directional derivative! # @" DPd
iD1 !i

@
@"i

.
(iii) Probably, the main motivation for studying quasi-pe-

riodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems on Rd $ T d

comes from perturbation theory of nearly-integrable
Hamiltonian systems: a completely integrable sys-
tem may be described by a Hamiltonian system on
M :D B(y0; r) $ T d & Rd $ T d with Hamil-
tonian H D K(y) (compare Theorem 5.8, [6]); here
B(y0; r) denotes the open ball fy 2 Rd : jy " y0j < rg
centered at y0 2 Rd . In such a case the Hamiltonian
flow is simply

" t
K(y; x) D

$
y; x C !(y)t

%
;

!(y) :D Ky(y) :D
@K
@y

(y) : (13)

Thus, if the “frequency map” y 2 B ! !(y) is a dif-
feomorphism (which is guaranteed if detKyy(y0) ¤
0, for some y0 2 B and B is small enough), in
view of (f), for almost all initial data, the trajecto-
ries (13) belong to maximal KAM tori fyg $ T d with
!(y) 2 Dd .
The main content of (classical) KAM theory, in our
language, is that, if the frequency map ! D Ky of
a (real-analytic) integrable Hamiltonian K(y) is a dif-
feomorphism, KAM tori persist under small (smooth
enough) perturbations of K ; compare Remark 7–(iv)
below.
The study of the dynamics generated by the flow of
a one-parameter family of Hamiltonians of the form

K(y) C "P(y; x; ") ; 0 < "' 1 ; (14)

was called by H. Poincaré le problème général de la
dynamique, to which he dedicated a large part of
his monumentalMéthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique
Céleste [49].

(iv) A big chapter in KAM theory, strongly motivated
by applications to PDEs with Hamiltonian structure
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(such as nonlinear wave equation, Schrödinger equa-
tion, KdV, etc.), is concerned with quasi-periodic
solutions with 1 ! n < d frequencies, i. e., solutions
of (2) of the form

(
y(t) D v(! t)
x(t) D U(! t) ;

(15)

where v : T n ! Rd , U : T n ! T d are smooth func-
tions, ! 2 Rn is a rationally independent n-vector.
Also in this case, if the map U is a di!eomorphism
onto its image, the set

T n
! :D f(y; x) 2 M :

y D v(%) ; x D U(%) ; % 2 T ng (16)

defines an invariant n-torus on which the flow " t
H

acts by the linear translation % ! % C ! t. Such tori
are normally referred to as lower dimensional tori.
Even though this article will be mainly focused on
“classical KAM theory” and on maximal KAM tori,
we will briefly discuss lower dimensional tori in Sect.
“Future Directions”.

Kolmogorov Theorem

In the 1954 International Congress of Mathematicians,
in Amsterdam, A.N. Kolmogorov announced the follow-
ing fundamental (for the terminology, see (f), (g) and (h)
above).

Theorem 1 (Kolmogorov [35]) Consider a one-param-
eter family of real-analytic Hamiltonian functions on
M :D B(0; r) $ T d given by

H :D K C "P (" 2 R) ; (17)

where: (i) K is a non-degenerate Kolmogorov normal
form (10)–(11); (ii)! 2 Dd is Diophantine. Then, there ex-
ists "0 > 0 and for any j"j ! "0 a real-analytic symplectic
transformation "" : M" :D B(0; r") $ T d ! M, for some
0 < r" < r, putting H in non-degenerate Kolmogorov nor-
mal form, H ı "" D K", with K" :D E" C! # y0 C Q"(y0;
x0). Furthermore13, k""" idkC1(M"), jE" " Ej, and kQ""
QkC1(M") are small with ".

Remark 2

(i) From Theorem 1 it follows that the torus

T!;" :D ""(0;T d )

is a maximal non-degenerate KAM torus for H and
theH-flow on T!;" is analytically conjugated (by "")

to the translation x0 ! x0 C ! t with the same fre-
quency vector of T!;0 :D f0g $ T d , while the energy
of T!;", namely E", is in general di!erent from the
energy E of T!;0. The idea of keeping the frequency
fixed is a key idea introduced by Kolmogorov and its
importance will be made clear in the analysis of the
proof.

(ii) In fact, the dependence upon " is analytic and there-
fore the torus T!;" is an analytic deformation of the
unperturbed torus T!;0 (which is invariant for K);
see Remark 7–(iii) below.

(iii) Actually, Kolmogorov not only stated the above re-
sult but gave also a precise outline of its proof, which
is based on a fast convergent “Newton” scheme, as we
shall see below; compare also [17].

The map "" is obtained as

"" D lim
j!1

"1 ı # # # ı " j ;

where the " j’s are ("-dependent) symplectic transforma-
tions of M closer and closer to the identity. It is enough
to describe the construction of "1; "2 is then obtained by
replacing H0 :D H with H1 D H ı "1 and so on.

We proceed to analyze the scheme of Kolmogorov’s
proof, which will be divided into three main steps.

Step 1: Kolmogorov Transformation

The map "1 is close to the identity and is generated by

g(y0; x) :D y0 # x C "
$
b # x C s(x) C y0 # a(x)

%

where s and a are (respectively, scalar and vector-val-
ued) real-analytic functions on T d with zero average and
b 2 Rd : setting

ˇ0 D ˇ0(x) :D b C sx ;
A D A(x) :D ax and
ˇ D ˇ(y0; x) :D ˇ0 C Ay0 ;

(18)

(sx D @x s D (sx1 ; : : : ; sxd ) and ax denotes the matrix
(ax )i j :D @ai

@x j
) "1 is implicitly defined by

(
y D y0 C "ˇ(y0; x) :D y0 C "(ˇ0(x) C A(x)y0)
x0 D x C "a(x) :

(19)

Thus, for " small, x 2 T d ! x C "a(x) 2 T d defines
a di!eomorphism of T d with inverse

x D '(x0) :D x0 C "˛(x0; ") ; (20)
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for a suitable real-analytic function ˛, and "1 is explicitly
given by

"1 : (y0; x0) !
(
y D y0 C "ˇ

$
y0; '(x0)

%

x D '(x0) :
(21)

Remark 3

(i) Kolmogorov transformation "1 is actually the com-
position of two “elementary” symplectic transforma-
tions: "1 D "(1)

1 ı "(2)
1 where "(2)

1 : (y0; x0) ! (#; $) is
the symplectic lift of the T d -di!eomorphism given by
x0 D $ C "a($) (i. e., "(2)

1 is the symplectic map gener-
ated by y0 # $ C "y0 # a($)), while "(1)

1 : (#; $) ! (y; x)
is the angle-dependent action translation generated by
# # x C "(b # x C s(x)); "(2)

1 acts in the “angle direc-
tion” and will be needed to straighten out the flow up
to orderO("2), while "(1)

1 acts in the “action direction”
and will be needed to keep the frequency of the torus
fixed.

(ii) The inverse of "1 has the form

(y; x) !
(
y0 D M(x)y C c(x)
x0 D "(x)

(22)

with M a (d $ d)-invertible matrix and " a di!eo-
morphism of T d (in the present case M D (1d C
"A(x))!1 D 1d C O(") and " D id C "a) and it
is easy to see that the symplectic di!eomorphisms of
the form (22) form a subgroup of the symplectic dif-
feomorphisms, which we shall call the group of Kol-
mogorov transformations.

Determination of Kolmogorov transformation Follow-
ing Kolmogorov, we now try to determine b, s and a so
that the “new Hamiltonian” (better: “the Hamiltonian in
the new symplectic variables”) takes the form

H1 :D H ı "1 D K1 C "2P1 ; (23)

with K1 in the Kolmogorov normal form

K1 D E1 C ! # y0 C Q1(y0; x0) ; Q1 D O(jy0j2) : (24)

To proceed we insert y D y0 C "ˇ(y0; x) into H and, af-
ter some elementary algebra and using Taylor formula, we
find14

H(y0 C "ˇ; x) D E C ! # y0 C Q(y0; x)

C "Q0(y0; x) C "F 0(y0; x) C "2P0(y0; x) (25)

where, defining

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

Q(1) :D Qy(y0; x) # (ax y0)

Q(2) :D [Qy(y0; x) " Qyy(0; x)y0] # ˇ0

D
Z 1

0
(1 " t)Qyyy (ty0; x)y0 # y0 # ˇ0dt

Q(3) :D P(y0; x)" P(0; x) " Py(0; x)y0

D
Z 1

0
(1 " t)Pyy (ty0; x)y0 # y0dt

P(1) :D 1
"2
[Q(y0 C "ˇ; x)" Q(y0; x)

" "Qy(y0; x) # ˇ]

D
Z 1

0
(1 " t)Qyy(y0 C t"ˇ; x)ˇ # ˇdt

P(2) :D 1
"
[P(y0 C "ˇ; x)" P(y0; x)]

D
Z 1

0
Py(y0 C t"ˇ; x) # ˇdt ;

(26)

(recall that Qy(0; x) D 0) and denoting the !-directional
derivative

D! :D
dX

jD1
! j

@

@x j

one sees that Q0 D Q0(y0; x), F 0 D F 0(y0; x) and P0 D
P0(y0; x) are given by, respectively

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

Q0(y0; x) :D Q(1) C Q(2) C Q(3) D O(jy0j2)

F 0(y0; x) :D ! # b C D! s C P(0; x)
C

˚
D!a C Qyy (0; x)ˇ0 C Py(0; x)

&
# y0

P0 :D P(1) C P(2) ;

(27)

where D!a is the vector function with kth entryPd
jD1 ! j

@ak
@x j

; D!a # y0 D ! # (ax y0) D Pd
j;kD1 ! j

@ak
@x j

y0
k ;

recall, also, thatQ D O(jyj2) so thatQy D O(y) andQ0 D
O(jy0j2).

Notice that, as an intermediate step, we are consider-
ing H as a function of mixed variables y0 and x (and this
causes no problem, as it will be clear along the proof).

Thus, recalling that x is related to x0 by the (y0-inde-
pendent) di!eomorphism x D x0 C "˛(x0; ") in (21), we
see that in order to achieve relations (23)–(24), we have to
determine b, s and a so that

F 0(y0; x) D const : (28)
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Remark 4

(i) F 0 is a first degree polynomial in y0 so that (28) is
equivalent to

(
! # b C D! s C P(0; x) D const ;
D!a C Qyy(0; x)ˇ0 C Py (0; x) D 0 :

(29)

Indeed, the second equation is necessary to keep the
torus frequency fixed and equal to ! (which, as we
shall see in more detail later, is a key ingredient in-
troduced by Kolmogorov).

(ii) In solving (28) or (29), we shall encounter di!erential
equations of the form

D!u D f ; (30)

for some given function f real-analytic on T d . Taking
the average over T d shows that h f i D 0, and we see
that (30) can be solved only if f has vanishing mean
value

h f i D f0 D 0 ;

in such a case, expanding in Fourier series15, one sees
that (30) is equivalent to

X

n2Zd
n¤0

i! # nunein#x D
X

n2Zd
n¤0

fnein#x ; (31)

so that the solutions of (30) are given by

u D u0 C
X

n2Zd
n¤0

fn
i! # n e

in#x ; (32)

for an arbitrary u0. Recall that for a continuous func-
tionf over T d to be analytic it is necessary and suf-
ficient that its Fourier coe"cients f n decay expo-
nentially fast in n, i. e., that there exist positive con-
stantsM and $ such that

j fnj ! Me!%jnj ; 8n : (33)

Now, since ! 2 Dd
$;# one has that (for n ¤ 0)

1
j! # nj !

jnj#
&

(34)

and one sees that if f is analytic so is u in (32) (al-
though the decay constants of u will be di!erent from
those of f ; see below)
Summarizing, if f is real-analytic on T d and has van-
ishing mean value f 0, then there exists a unique real-

analytic solution of (30) with vanishing mean value,
which is given by

D!1
! f :D

X

n2Zd
n¤0

fn
i! # n e

in#x ; (35)

all other solutions of (30) are obtained by adding an
arbitrary constant to D!1

! f as in (32) with u0 arbitrary.

Taking the average of the first relation in (29), we may the
determine the value of the constant denoted const, namely,

const D ! # b C P0(0) :D ! # b C hP(0; #)i : (36)

Thus, by (ii) of Remark 4, we see see that

s D "D!1
! (P(0; x) " P0(0)) D "

X

n2Zd
n¤0

Pn(0)
i! # n e

in#x ; (37)

where Pn(0) denote the Fourier coe"cients of x !
P(0; x); indeed s is determined only up to a constant by
the relation in (29) but we select the zero-average solution.
Thus, s has been completely determined.

To solve the second (vector) equation in (29) we first
have to require that the left hand side (l.h.s.) has vanishing
mean value, i. e., recalling that ˇ0 D b C sx (see (18)), we
must have

hQyy (0; #)ib C hQyy (0; #)sxi C hPy (0; #)i D 0 : (38)

In view of (11) this relation is equivalent to

b D "hQyy (0; #)i!1 $
hQyy (0; #)sx i C hPy(0; #)i

%
; (39)

which uniquely determines b. Thus ˇ0 is completely de-
termined and the l.h.s. of the second equation in (29) has
average zero; thus its unique zero-average solution (again
zero-average of a is required as a normalization condition)
is given by

a D "D!1
!

$
Qyy (0; x)ˇ0 C Py(0; x)

%
: (40)

Finally, if '(x0) D x0 C "˛(x0; ") is the inverse di!eomor-
phism of x ! x C "a(x) (compare (20)), then, by Taylor’s
formula,

Q(y0; '(x0)) D Q(y0; x0)C "

Z 1

0
Qx (y0; x0 C "˛t) #˛dt :

In conclusion, we have
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Proposition 1 If "1 is defined in (19)–(18) with s, b and a
given in (37), (39) and (40) respectively, then (23) holds with

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂̂
:

E1 :D E C "eE
eE :D ! # b C P0(0)

Q1(y0; x0) :D Q(y0; x0) C "eQ(y0; x0)

eQ :D
Z 1

0
Qx (y0; x0 C t"˛) # ˛dt C Q0(y0; '(x0))

P1(y0; x0) :D P0(y0; '(x0))
(41)

with Q0 and P0 defined in (26), (27) and ' in (20).

Remark 5 The main technical problem is now transpar-
ent: because of the appearance of the small divisors ! # n
(which may become arbitrarily small), the solution D!1

! f
is less regular than f so that the approximation scheme
cannot work on a fixed function space. To overcome this
fundamental problem – which even Poincaré was un-
able to solve notwithstanding his enormous e!orts (see,
e. g., [49]) – three ingredients are necessary:

(i) To set up a Newton scheme: this step has just been
performed and it has been summarized in the above
Proposition 1; such schemes have the following fea-
tures: they are “quadratic” and, furthermore, after
one step one has reproduced the initial situation (i. e.,
the form ofH1 in (23) has the same properties ofH0).
It is important to notice that the new perturbation
"2P1 is proportional to the square "; thus, if one could
iterate j times, at the jth step, would find

Hj D Hj!1 ı " j D Kj C "2
j
Pj : (42)

The appearance of the exponential of the exponen-
tial of " justifies the term “super-convergence” used,
sometimes, in connection with Newton schemes.

(ii) One needs to introduce a scale of Banach function
spaces fB% : $ > 0g with the property that B%0 & B%

when $ < $ 0: the generating functions " j will belong
to B% j for a suitable decreasing sequence $ j;

(iii) One needs to control the small divisors at each step
and this is granted by Kolmogorov’s idea of keeping
the frequency fixed in the normal form so that one
can systematically use the Diophantine estimate (9).

Kolmogorov in his paper very neatly explained steps (i)
and (iii) but did not provide the details for step (ii); in this
regard he added: “Only the use of condition (9) for proving
the convergence of the recursions, " j , to the analytic limit
for the recursion "" is somewhat more subtle”. In the next
paragraph we shall introduce classical Banach spaces and
discuss the needed straightforward estimates.

Step 2: Estimates
For $ ! 1, we denote by B% the space of function
f : B(0; $) $ T d ! R analytic on

W% :D D(0; $) $ T d
% ; (43)

where

D(0; $) :D fy 2 Cd : jyj < $g and

T d
% :D fx 2 Cd : jImx jj < $g/(2!Zd )

(44)

with finite sup-norm

k f k% :D sup
D(0;%)$T d

!

j f j ; (45)

(in other words,T d
%
denotes the complex points xwith real

parts Rex j defined modulus 2! and imaginary part Imx j
with absolute value less than $).

The following properties are elementary:

(P1) B% equipped with the k # k% norm is a Banach space;
(P2) B%0 & B% when $ < $ 0 and k f k% ! k f k%0 for any

f 2 B%0 ;
(P3) if f 2 B% , and fn(y) denotes the n-Fourier coe"-

cient of the periodic function x ! f (y; x), then

j fn(y)j ! k f k%e!jnj% ; 8n 2 Zd ; 8y 2 D(0; $) :
(46)

Another elementary property, which together with (P3)
may found in any book of complex variables (e. g., [1]),
is the following “Cauchy estimate” (which is based on
Cauchy’s integral formula):

(P4) let f 2 B% and let p 2 N then there exists a con-
stant Bp D Bp(d) % 1 such that, for any multi-in-
dex (˛; ˇ) 2 Nd $Nd with j˛j C jˇj ! p (as above
for integer vectors ˛, j˛j D P

j j˛ jj) and for any
0 ! $ 0 < $ one has

k@˛
y @

ˇ
x f k%0 ! Bpk f k%($ " $ 0)!(j˛jCjˇ j) : (47)

Finally, we shall need estimates on D!1
! f , i. e., on solutions

of (30):

(P5) Assume that x ! f (x) 2 B% has a zero average (all
above definitions may be easily adapted to functions
depending only on x); assume that ! 2 Dd

$;# (re-
call Sect. “Introduction”, point (f)), and let p 2 N .
Then, there exist constants B̄p D B̄p(d; ') % 1 and
kp D kp(d; ') % 1 such that, for any multi-index
ˇ 2 Nd with jˇj ! p and for any 0 ! $ 0 < $ one has

k@ˇ
x D

!1
! f k%0 ! B̄p

k f k%

&
($ " $ 0)!kp : (48)
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Remark 6

(i) A proof of (48) is easily obtained observing that
by (35) and (46), calling ı :D $ " $ 0, one has

k@ˇ
x D

!1
! f k%0 !

X

n2Zd
n¤0

jnjjˇ jj fnj
j! # nj e%0jnj

! k f k%

X

n2Zd
n¤0

jnjjˇ jC#

&
e!ıjnj

D k f k%

&
ı!(jˇ jC#Cd)

#
X

n2Zd
n¤0

[ıjnj]jˇ jC# e!ıjnjıd

! const
k f k%

&
($ " $ 0)!(jˇ jC#Cd) ;

where the last estimate comes from approximating
the sum with the Riemann integral

Z

Rd
jyjjˇ jC# e!jyjdy :

More surprising (and much more subtle) is that (48)
holds with kp D jˇj C ' ; such an estimate has been
obtained by Rüssmann [54,55]. For other explicit es-
timates see, e. g., [11] or [12].

(ii) If jˇj > 0 it is not necessary to assume that h f i D 0.
(iii) Other norms may be used (and, sometimes, are

more useful); for example, rather popular are Fourier
norms

k f k0
% :D

X

n2Zd

j fnje%jnj ; (49)

see, e. g., [13] and references therein.

By the hypotheses of Theorem 1 it follows that there ex-
ist 0 < $ ! 1, & > 0 and ' % d " 1 such that H 2 B% and
! 2 Dd

$;# . Denote

T :D hQyy(0; #)i!1 ; M :D kPk% : (50)

and let C > 1 be a constant such that16

jEj; j!j; kQk% ; kTk < C (51)

(i. e., each term on the l.h.s. is bounded by the r.h.s.); fi-
nally, fix

0 < ı < $ and define $̄ :D $ " 2
3
ı ; $ 0 :D $ " ı : (52)

The parameter $ 0 will be the size of the domain of an-
alyticity of the new symplectic variables (y0; x0), domain
on which we shall bound the Hamiltonian H1 D H ı "1,
while $̄ is an intermediate domain where we shall bound
various functions of y0 and x.

By (P4) and (P5), it follows that there exist constants
c̄ D c̄(d; '; &) > 1, (̄ 2 ZC and )̄ D )̄(d; ') > 1 such
that17

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

ksxk%̄ ; jbj; jeEj; kak%̄ ; kaxk%̄ ; kˇ0k%̄ ; kˇk%̄ ;

kQ0k%̄ ; k@2y0Q0(0; #)k0 ! c̄C&̄ı!'̄M D: L̄ ;

kP0k%̄ ! c̄C&̄ı!'̄M2 D L̄M :

(53)

The estimate in the first line of (53) allows us to con-
struct, for " small enough, the symplectic transformation
"1, whose main properties are collected in the following

Lemma 1 If j"j ! "0 and "0 satisfies

"0L̄ !
ı

3
; (54)

then the map  "(x) :D x C "a(x) has an analytic inverse
'(x0) D x0 C "˛(x0; ") such that, for all j"j < "0,

k˛k%0 ! L̄ and ' D id C "˛ : T d
%0 ! T d

%̄
: (55)

Furthermore, for any (y0; x) 2 W%̄ , jy0 C "ˇ(y0; x)j < $ , so
that

"1 D
$
y0 C "ˇ(y0; '(x0)); '(x0)

%
: W%0 ! W% ; and

k"1 " idk%0 ! j"jL̄ ;
(56)

finally, the matrix 1d C "ax is, for any x 2 T d
%̄
, invertible

with inverse 1d C "S(x; ") satisfying

kSk%̄ !
kaxk%̄

1 " j"jkaxk%̄

<
3
2
L̄ ; (57)

so that "1 defines a symplectic di!eomorphism.

The simple proof18 of this statement is based upon stan-
dard tools inmathematical analysis such as the contraction
mapping theorem or the inversion of close-to-identity ma-
trices by Neumann series (see, e. g., [36]).

From the Lemma and the definition of P1 in (41), it
follows immediately that

kP1k%0 ! L̄ : (58)

Next, by the same technique used to derive (53), one can
easily check that

keQk%0 ; 2C2k@2y0 eQ(0; #)k0 ! cC&ı!'M D L ; (59)
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for suitable constants c % c̄, (̄ % (, )̄ % ) (the factor 2C2

has been introduced for later convenience; notice also that
L % L̄). But, then, if

"0L :D "0cC&ı!'M ! ı

3
; (60)

there follows that19 keTk ! L; this bound, together
with (53), (59), (56), and (58), shows that

(
jẼj; keQk%0 ; keTk; k"1 " idk%0 ! L
kP1k%0 ! LM ;

(61)

provided (60) holds (notice that (60) implies (54)).
One step of the iteration has been concluded and the

needed estimates obtained. The idea is to iterate the con-
struction infinitely many times, as we proceed to describe.

Step 3: Iteration and Convergence

In order to iterate Kolmogorov’s construction, analyzed in
Step 2, so as to construct a sequence of symplectic trans-
formations

" j : W% jC1 ! W% j ; (62)

closer and closer to the identity, and such that (42) hold,
the first thing to do is to choose the sequence $ j: this se-
quence must be convergent, so that ı j D $ j " $ jC1 has to
go to zero rather quickly. Inverse powers of ıj (which, at
the jth step will play the role of ı in the previous para-
graph) appear in the smallness conditions (see, e. g., (54)):
this “divergence” will, however, be beaten by the super-fast
decay of "2 j .

Fix 0 < $" < $ ($" will be the domain of analyticity of
"" and K" in Theorem 1 and, for j % 0, let

8
<̂

:̂

$0 :D $

ı0 :D
$ " $"

2

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

ı j :D
ı0

2 j

$ jC1 :D $ j " ı j D $" C ı0

2 j

(63)

and observe that $ j # $". With this choice20, Kol-
mogorov’s algorithm can be iterated infinitely many times,
provided "0 is small enough. To be more precise, let c, (

and ) be as in (59), and define

C :D 2max
˚
jEj; j!j; kQk% ; kTk; 1

&
: (64)

Smallness Assumption: Assume that j"j ! "0 and that "0
satisfies

"0DBkPk% ! 1

where D :D 3cı!('C1)
0 C& ; B :D 2'C1 ; (65)

notice that the constant C in (64) satisfies (51) and
that (65) implies (54). Then the following claim holds.
ClaimC:Under condition (65) one can iteratively construct
a sequence of Kolmogorov symplectic maps " j as in (62) so
that (42) holds in such a way that "2 j Pj , ˚ j :D "1 ı "2 ı
# # # ı " j , Ej, Kj, Qj converge uniformly on W%" to, respec-
tively, 0, "", E", K", Q", which are real-analytic on W%"
and H ı "" D K" D E" C! # y C Q" with Q" D O(jyj2).
Furthermore, the following estimates hold for any j"j ! "0
and for any i % 0:

j"j2i Mi :D j"j2ikPik%i !
(j"jDBM)2i

DBiC1 ; (66)

k"" " idk%" ; jE " E"j; kQ " Q"k%" ; kT " T"k
! j"jDBM ; (67)

where T" :D h@2yQ"(0; #)i!1, showing that K" is non-de-
generate.

Remark 7

(i) From Claim C Kolmogorov Theorem 1 follows at
once. In fact we have proven the following quan-
titative statement: Let ! 2 Dd

$;# with ' % d " 1
and 0 < & < 1; let Q and P be real-analytic on
W% D Dd (0; $) $ T d

%
for some 0 < $ ! 1 and let

0 < % < 1; let T and C be as in, respectively, (50)
and (64). There exist c" D c"(d; '; &; %) > 1 and pos-
itive integers * D *(d; '), ( such that if

j"j ! "" :D $(

c"kPk%C&
(68)

then one can construct a near-to-identity Kolmogor-
ov transformation (Remark 3–(ii)) "" : W"% ! W%

such that the thesis of Theorem 1 holds together with
the estimates

k"" " idk"% ; jE " E"j; kQ " Q"k"% ;

kT " T"k ! j"j
""

D j"jc"kPk%C&$!( : (69)

(The correspondence with the above constants being:
$" D %$ , ı0 D $(1 " %)/2, * D ) C 1, D D 3c(2/(1"
%))'C1C&, c" D 3c(4/(1 " %))'C1).

(ii) From Cauchy estimates and (67), it follows that
k"" " idkC p and kQ " Q"kC p are small for any p
(small in j"j but not uniformly in21 p).

(iii) All estimates are uniform in ", therefore, fromWeier-
strass theorem (compare note 18) it follows that ""
and K" are analytic in " in the complex ball of radius
"0.
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Power series expansions in " were very popular in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries22, however con-
vergence of the formal "-power series of quasi-peri-
odic solutions was proved for the first time only in the
1960s thanks to KAM theory [45]. Some of this mat-
ter is briefly discussed in Sect. “Future Directions” be-
low.

(iv) The Nearly-Integrable Case In [35] it is pointed out
that Kolmogorov’s Theorem easily yields the exis-
tence of many KAM tori for nearly-integrable sys-
tems (14) for j"j small enough, provided K is non-
degenerate in the sense that

detKyy(y0) ¤ 0 : (70)

In fact, without loss of generality we may assume
that ! :D H0

0 is a di!eomorphism on B(y0; 2r) and
detKyy(y) ¤ 0 for all y 2 B(y0; 2r). Furthermore,
letting B D B(y0; r), fixing ' > d " 1 and denoting
by `d the Lebesgue measure on Rd , from the remark
in note 11 and from the fact that ! is a di!eomor-
phism, there follows that there exists a constant c#
depending only on d, ' and r such that

`d (!(B)nDd
$;# ); `d (fy 2 B : !(y) … Dd

$;#g) < c#& :
(71)

Now, let B$;# :D fy 2 B : !(y) 2 Dd
$;# g (which,

by (71) has Lebesgue measure `d (B$;# ) % `d (B) "
c#&), then for any ȳ 2 B$;# we can make the trivial
symplectic change of variables y ! ȳ C y, x ! x so
that K can be written as in (10) with

E :D K(ȳ) ; ! :D Ky(ȳ) ;
Q(y; x) D Q(y) :D K(y) " K(ȳ)" Ky(ȳ) # y ;

(where, for ease of notation, we did not change names
to the new symplectic variables) and P(ȳ C y; x) re-
placing (with a slight abuse of notation) P(y; x). By
Taylor’s formula, Q D O(jyj2) and, furthermore
(since Q(y; x) D Q(y), h@2yQ(0; x)i D Qyy(0) D
Kyy(ȳ), which is invertible according to out hypothe-
ses. Thus K is Kolmogorov non-degenerate and The-
orem 1 can be applied yielding, for j"j < "0, a KAM
torus T!;", with ! D Ky(ȳ), for each ȳ 2 B$;# . No-
tice that the measure of initial phase points, which,
perturbed, give rise to KAM tori, has a small comple-
mentary bounded by c#& (see (71)).

(v) In the nearly-integrable setting described in the pre-
ceding point, the union of KAM tori is usually called
the Kolmogorov set. It is not di"cult to check that

the dependence upon ȳ of the Kolmogorov transfor-
mation "" is Lipschitz23, implying that the measure
of the complementary of Kolmogorov set itself is also
bounded by ĉ#& with a constant ĉ# depending only
on d, ' and r.
Indeed, the estimate on the measure of the Kol-
mogorov set can be mademore quantitative (i. e., one
can see how such an estimate depends upon " as
" ! 0). In fact, revisiting the estimates discussed in
Step 2 above one sees easily that the constant c de-
fined in (53) has the form24

c D ĉ&!4 : (72)

where ĉ D ĉ(d; ') depends only on d and ' (here the
Diophantine constant & is assumed, without loss of
generality, to be smaller than one). Thus the small-
ness condition (65) reads "0&!4D̄ ! 1 with some
constant D̄ independent of &: such condition is sat-
isfied by choosing & D (D̄"0)1/4 and since ĉ#& was an
upper bound on the complementary of Kolmogorov
set, we see that the set of phase points which do not
lie on KAM tori may be bounded by a constant times
4p"0. Actually, it turns that this bound is not optimal,
as we shall see in the next section: see Remark 10.

(vi) The proof of claim C follows easily by induction on
the number j of the iterative steps25.

Arnold’s Scheme

The first detailed proof of Kolmogorov Theorem, in the
context of nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems (com-
pare Remark 1–(iii)), was given by V.I. Arnold in 1963.

Theorem 2 (Arnold [2]) Consider a one-parameter fam-
ily of nearly-integrable Hamiltonians

H(y; x; ") :D K(y) C "P(y; x) (" 2 R) (73)

with K and P real-analytic on M :D B(y0; r) $ T d (en-
dowed with the standard symplectic form dy ^ dx) satis-
fying

Ky(y0) D ! 2 Dd
$;# ; detKyy(y0) ¤ 0 : (74)

Then, if " is small enough, there exists a real-analytic em-
bedding

" : % 2 T d ! M (75)

close to the trivial embedding (y0; id), such that the d-torus

T!;" :D "
'
T d

(
(76)
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is invariant for H and

" t
H ı "(%) D "(% C ! t) ; (77)

showing that such a torus is a non-degenerate KAM torus
for H.

Remark 8

(i) The above Theorem is a corollary of Kolmogorov
Theorem 1 as discussed in Remark 7–(iv).

(ii) Arnold’s proof of the above Theorem is not based
upon Kolmogorov’s scheme and is rather di!erent in
spirit – although still based on a Newton method –
and introduces several interesting technical ideas.

(iii) Indeed, the iteration scheme of Arnold is more classi-
cal and, from the algebraic point of view, easier than
Kolmogorov’s, but the estimates involved are some-
what more delicate and introduce a logarithmic cor-
rection, so that, in fact, the smallness parameter will
be

+ :D j"j(log j"j!1)) (78)

(for some constant , D ,(d; ') % 1) rather than j"j
as in Kolmogorov’s scheme; see, also, Remark 9–(iii)
and (iv) below.

Arnold’s Scheme

Without loss of generality, one may assume that K and P
have analytic and bounded extension to Wr;%(y0) :D
D(y0; r) $ T d

%
for some $ > 0, where, as above, D(y0; r)

denotes the complex ball of center y0 and radius r. We re-
mark that, in what follows, the analyticity domains of ac-
tions and angles play a di!erent role

The Hamiltonian H in (73) admits, for " D 0 the
(KAM) invariant torus T!;0 D fy0g $ T d on which the
K-flow is given by x ! x C ! t. Arnold’s basic idea is to
find a symplectic transformation

"1 : W1 :D D(y1; r1)$T d
%1

! W0 :D D(y0; r)$T d
% ; (79)

so thatW1 & W0 and
(
H1 :D H ı "1 D K1 C "2P1 ; K1 D K1(y) ;

@yK1(y1) D ! ; det @2yK1(y1) ¤ 0
(80)

(with abuse of notation we denote here the new symplectic
variables with the same name of the original variables; as
above, dependence on " will, often, not be explicitly indi-
cated). In this way the initial set up is reconstructed and,

for " small enough, one can iterate the scheme so as to
build a sequence of symplectic transformations

" j : Wj :D D(y j; r j) $ T d
% j

! Wj!1 (81)

so that
(
Hj :D Hj!1 ı " j D Kj C "2

j
Pj ; Kj D Kj(y) ;

@yK j(y j) D ! ; det @2yK j(y j) ¤ 0 :
(82)

Arnold’s transformations, as in Kolmogorov’s case, are
closer and closer to the identity, and the limit

"(%) :D lim
j!1

˚ j(y j ; %) ;

˚ j :D "1 ı # # # ı " j : Wj ! W0 ;
(83)

defines a real-analytic embedding of T d into the phase
space B(y0; r) $ T d , which is close to the trivial embed-
ding (y0; id); furthermore, the torus

T!;" :D "(T d ) D lim
j!1

˚ j(y j;T d ) (84)

is invariant for H and (77) holds as announced in Theo-
rem 2. Relation (77) follows from the following argument.
The radius rj will turn out to tend to 0 but in amuch slower
way than "2 j Pj . This fact, together with the rapid conver-
gence of the symplectic transformation ˚ j in (83) implies

" t
H ı "(%) D lim

j!1
" t
H

$
˚ j(y j ; %)

%

D lim
j!1

˚ j ı " t
H j(y j ; %)

D lim
j!1

˚ j(y j; % C ! t)

D "(% C ! t) (85)

where: the first equality is just smooth dependence upon
initial data of the flow " t

H together with (83); the sec-
ond equality is (3); the third equality is due to the fact
that (see (82)) " t

H j
(y j ; %) D " t

K j
(y j; %) C O("2 jkPjk) D

(y j ; %C! t)CO("2 jkPjk) andO("2
jkPjk) goes very rapidly

to zero; the fourth equality is again (83).

Arnold’s Transformation

Let us look for a near-to-the-identity transformation "1 so
that the first line of (80) holds; this transformation will be
determined by a generating function of the form

y0 # x C "g(y0; x) ;

(
y D y0 C "gx (y0; x)
x0 D x C "gy0(y0; x) :

(86)
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Inserting y D y0 C "gx (y0; x) into H, one finds

H(y0 C "gx ; x) D K(y0)

C "
)
Ky(y0) # gx C P(y0; x)

*
C "2

'
P(1) C P(2)

(
(87)

with (compare (26))

P(1) :D 1
"2
[K(y0 C "gx ) " K(y0) " "Ky(y0) # gx ]

D
Z 1

0
(1 " t)Kyy(y0 C t"gx ; x) gx # gxdt

P(2) :D 1
"
[P(y0 C "gx ; x) " P(y0; x)]

D
Z 1

0
Py (y0 C t"gx ; x) # gxdt :

(88)

Remark 9

(i) The (naive) idea is to try determine g so that

Ky(y0) # gx C P(y0; x) D function of y0 only; (89)

however, such a relation is impossible to achieve.
First of all, by taking the x-average of both sides
of (89) one sees that the “function of y0 only” has to
be the mean of P(y0; #), i. e., the zero-Fourier coe"-
cient P0(y0), so that the formal solution of (89), is (by
Fourier expansion)

8
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂:

g D
X

n¤0

"Pn(y0)
iKy(y0) # n e

in#x ;

Ky(y0) # gx C P(y0; x) D P0(y0) :

(90)

But, (at di!erence with Kolmogorov’s scheme) the
frequency Ky(y0) is a function of the action y0

and since, by the Inverse Function Theorem (Ap-
pendix “A The Classical Implicit Function Theo-
rem”), y ! Ky(y) is a local di!eomorphism, it fol-
lows that, in any neighborhood of y0, there are
points y such that Ky(y) # n D 0 for some26 n 2 Zd .
Thus, in any neighborhood of y0, some divisors
in (90) will actually vanish and, therefore, an analytic
solution g cannot exist27.

(ii) On the other hand, since Ky(y0) is rationally inde-
pendent, it is clearly possible (simply by continuity)
to control a finite number of divisors in a suitable
neighborhood of y0, more precisely, for any N 2 N
one can find r̄ > 0 such that

Ky(y) # n ¤ 0 ;
8y 2 D(y0; r̄) ; 80 < jnj ! N ; (91)

the important quantitative aspects will be shortly dis-
cussed below.

(iii) Relation (89) is also one of the main “identity” in Av-
eraging Theory and is related to the so-called Hamil-
ton–Jacobi equation. Arnold’s proof makes such
a theory rigorous and shows how a Newton method
can be built upon it in order to establish the exis-
tence of invariant tori. In a sense, Arnold’s approach
is more classical than Kolmogorov’s.

(iv) When (for a given y and n) it occurs that Ky(y)#n D 0
one speaks of an (exact) resonance. As mentioned at
the end of point (i), in the general case, resonances are
dense. This represents the main problem in Hamilto-
nian perturbation theory and is a typical feature of
conservative systems. For generalities on Averaging
Theory, Hamilton–Jacobi equation, resonances etc.
see, e. g., [5] or Sects. 6.1 and 6.2 of [6].

The key (simple!) idea of Arnold is to split the perturbation
into two terms

P D P̂ C P̌ where

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

P̂ :D
X

jnj%N

Pn(y)ein#x

P̌ :D
X

jnj>N

Pn(y)ein#x (92)

choosing N so that

P̌ D O(") (93)

(this is possible because of the fast decay of the Fourier
coe"cients of P; compare (33)). Then, for " ¤ 0, (87) can
be rewritten as follows

H(y0 C "gx ; x) D K(y0) C "
)
Ky(y0) # gx C P̂(y0; x)

*

C "2
'
P(1) C P(2) C P(3)

(
(94)

with P(1) and P(2) as in (88) and

P(3)(y0; x) :D 1
"
P̌(y0; x) : (95)

Thus, letting28

g D
X

0<jnj%N

"Pn(y0)
iKy(y0) # n e

in#x ; (96)

one gets

H(y0 C "gx ; x) D K1(y0) C "2P0(y0; x) (97)

where

K1(y0) :D K(y0) C "P0(y0) ;

P0(y0; x) :D P(1) C P(2) C P(3) :
(98)
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Now, by the IFT (Appendix “A The Classical Implicit
Function Theorem”), for " small enough, the map x !
x C gy0 (y0; x) can be inverted with a real-analytic map of
the form

'(y0; x0; ") :D x0 C "˛(y0; x0; ") (99)

so that Arnold’s symplectic transformation is given by

"1 : (y0; x0) !

8
<̂

:̂

y D y0 C "gx
$
y0; '(y0; x0; ")

%

x D '(y0; x0; ")
D x0 C "˛(y0; x0; ; ")

(100)

(compare (21)). To finish the construction, observe that,
from the IFT (see Appendix “A The Classical Implicit
Function Theorem” and the quantitative discussion be-
low) it follows that there exists a (unique) point y1 2
B(y0; r̄) so that the second line of (80) holds, provided "
is small enough.

In conclusion, the analogue of Proposition 1 holds, de-
scribing Arnold’s scheme:

Proposition 2 If "1 is defined in (100) with g given in (96)
(with N so that (93) holds) and ' given in (99), then (80)
holds with K1 as in (98) and P1(y0; x0) :D P0(y0; '(y0; x0))
with P0 defined in (98), (95) and (88).

Estimates and Convergence

If f is a real-analytic function with analytic extension to
Wr;% , we denote, for any r0 ! r and $ 0 ! $ ,

k f kr0;%0 :D sup
Wr0;!0 (y0)

j f (y; x)j ; (101)

furthermore, we define

T :D Kyy(y0)!1 ; M :D kPkr;% ; (102)

and assume (without loss of generality)

& < 1 ; r < 1 ; $ ! 1 ;
maxf1; kKykr ; kKyykr ; kTkg < C ; (103)

for a suitable constant C (which, as above, will not change
during the iteration).

We begin by discussing how N and r̄ depend
upon ". From the exponential decay of the Fourier coef-
ficients (33), it follows that, choosing

N :D 5ı!1- ; where - :D log j"j!1 ; (104)

then

kP̌kr;%! ı
2
! j"jM (105)

provided

j"j ! const ı (106)

for a suitable29 const D const(d).
The second key inequality concerns the control of the

small divisors Ky(y0) # n appearing in the definition of g
(see (96)), in a neighborhood D(y0; r̄) of y0: this will de-
termine the size of r̄.

Recalling that Ky(y0) D ! 2 Dd
#;$ , by Taylor’s for-

mula and (9), one finds, for any 0 < jnj ! N and any
y0 2 D(y0; r̄),

jKy(y0) # nj D
ˇ̌
! # n C

$
Ky(y0) " Ky(y0)

%
# n

ˇ̌

% j! # nj
!
1 " kKyykr

j! # nj jnjr̄
"

% &

jnj#
!
1 " C

&
jnj#C1 r̄

"

% &

jnj#
!
1 " C

&
N#C1r̄

"

% 1
2

&

jnj# ; (107)

provided r̄ ! r satisfies also

r̄ ! &

2CN#C1
(104)D &

2 # 5#C1C(ı!1-)#C1 : (108)

Equation (107) allows us to easily control Arnold’s gener-
ating function g. For example:

kgxkr̄;%! ı
2

D sup
D(y0;r̄)$T d

!! ı
2

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

X

0<jnj%N

nPn(y0)
Ky(y0) # n e

in#x

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

!
X

0<jnj%N

supD(y0;r) jPn(y0)j
jKy(y0) # nj jnje(%! ı

2 )jnj

!
X

n2Zd

M
2jnj#C1

&
e! ı

2 jnj

! const
M
&
ı!(#C1Cd) ;

(109)

where “const” denotes a constant depending on d and '

only; compare also Remark 6–(i).
Let us now discuss, from a quantitative point of view,

how to choose the new “center” of the action variables y1,
which is determined by the requirements in (80). Assum-
ing that

r̄ ! r
2

(110)
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(allowing the use of Cauchy estimates for y-derivatives
of K or P in D(y0; r̄)), it is not di"cult to see that the
quantitative IFT of Appendix “A The Classical Implicit
Function Theorem” implies that there exists a unique
y1 2 D(y0; r̄) such that (80) holds and, furthermore

jy1 " y0j ! 4CMr!1j"j ; (111)

and

@2yK1(y1) :D Kyy(y1) C "@2yP0(y1)

D: T!1(1d C A)
(112)

with a matrix A satisfying

kAk ! 10C3Mj"j ! 1
2

(113)

provided30

8
<

:
8C2 r̄

r
! 1 ;

8CMr̄!2j"j ! 1
(114)

Equation (113) shows that @2yK(y1) is invertible (Neu-
mann series) and that31

@2yK1(y1)!1 D T C "eT ; keTk ! 20C3M : (115)

Finally, notice that the second conditions in (114)
and (111) imply that jy1 " y0j < r̄/2 so that

D(y1; r̄/2) & D(y0; r̄) : (116)

Now, all the estimating tools are set up and, writing

K1 :D K C "eK D K C "P0(y0) ;
y1 :D y0 C " ỹ ;

(117)

one can easily prove (along the lines that led to (53)) the
following estimates, where as in Sect. “Kolmogorov Theo-
rem”, $̄ :D $ " 2

3ı and r̄ is as above:

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

kgxkr̄;%̄
r

; kgykr̄;%̄ ; keKykr̄ ; keKyyk; j ỹj; keTk

! c&!2C&ı!'-)M D: L ;

kP0kr̄;%̄ ! c&!2C&ı!'-)M2 D LM ;

(118)

where c D c(d; ') > 1, ( 2 ZC, ) and , are positive
integers depending on d and ' . Now, by32 Lemma 1
and (118), one has that map x ! x C "gy(y0; x) has,

for any y0 2 Dr̄(y0), an analytic inverse ' D x0 C
"˛(x0; y0; ") D: '(y0; x0) on T d

%̄! ı
3
provided (54), with L̄

replaced by L in (118), holds, in which case (55) holds (for
any j"j ! "0 and any y0 2 Dr(y0)). Furthermore, under
the above hypothesis, it follows that33

8
<̂

:̂

"1 :D
$
y0 C "gx (y0; '(y0; x0)); '(y0; x0)

%
:

Wr̄/2;%!ı (y1) ! Wr;%(y0)
k"1 " idkr̄/2;%!ı ! j"jL :

(119)

Finally, letting P1(y0; x0) :D P0(y0; '(y0; x0)) one sees that
P1 is real-analytic on Wr̄/2;%̄!ı (y1) and bounded on that
domain by

kP1kr̄/2;%!ı ! LM : (120)

In order to iterate the above construction, we fix 0 < $" <
$ and set

C :D 2maxf1; kKykr ; kKyykr ; kTkg ;
. :D 3C ;

ı0 :D
(. " 1)($ " $")

.
;

(121)

$ j and ıj as in (63) but with ı0 as in (121); we also define,
for any j % 0,

- j :D 2 j- D log "!2 j
0 ;

r j :D
&

4 # 5#C1C(ı!1
j - j)#C1 ; (122)

(this part is adapted from Step 3 in Sect. “Kolmogorov
Theorem”; see, in particular, (103)).With such choices it is
not di"cult to check that the iterative construction may be
carried out infinitely many times yielding, as a byproduct,
Theorem 2 with " real-analytic on T d

%" , provided j"j ! "0
with "0 satisfying34

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

"0 ! e!ˇ with ˇ :D ı0

5

' &

Cr

( 1
"C1

"0DBkPk% ! 1 with D :D 3c&!2ı!('C1)
0 C& ;

B :D .'C1(log "!1
0 )) :

(123)

Remark 10 Notice that the power of &!1 (the inverse of
the Diophantine constant) in the second smallness condi-
tion in (123) is two, which implies (compare Remark 7–
(v)) that the measure of the complement of the Kol-
mogorov set may be bounded by a constant times p

"0.
This bound is optimal as the trivial example (y21 C y22)/2C
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" cos(x1) shows: the Hamiltonian is integrable and the
phase portrait shows that the separatrices of the pendu-
lum y21/2 C " cos x1 bound a region of area

p
j"j with no

KAM tori (as the librational curves within such region are
not graphs over the angles).

The Differentiable Case: Moser’s Theorem

J.K. Moser, in 1962, proved a perturbation (KAM) Theo-
rem, in the framework of area-preserving twist mappings
of an annulus35 [0; 1] $ S1, for integrable analytic systems
perturbed by a Ck perturbation, [42] and [43]. Moser’s
original setup corresponded to the Hamiltonian case with
d D 2 and the required smoothness was Ck with k D 333.
Later, this number was brought down to 5 by H. Rüss-
mann, [53].

Moser’s original approach, similarly to the approach
that led J. Nash to prove its theorem on the smooth embed-
ding problem of compact Riemannian manifolds [48], is
based on a smoothing technique (via convolutions), which
re-introduces at each step of the Newton iteration a certain
number of derivatives which one loses in the inversion of
the small divisor operator.

The technique, which we shall describe here, is again
due to Moser [46] but is rather di!erent from the original
one and is based on a quantitative analytic KAM Theorem
(in the style of statement in Remark 7–(i) above) in con-
junction with a characterization of di!erentiable functions
in terms of functions, which are real-analytic on smaller
and smaller complex strips; see [44] and, for an abstract
functional approach, [65], [66]. By the way, this approach,
suitably refined, leads to optimal di!erentiability assump-
tions (i. e., the Hamiltonian may be assumed to be C` with
` > 2d); see, [50] and the beautiful exposition [59], which
inspires the presentation reported here.

Let us consider a Hamiltonian H D K C "P (as
in (17)) with K a real-analytic Kolmogorov normal form
as in (10) with ! 2 Dd

$;# andQ real-analytic; P is assumed
to be a C`(Rd ;T d ) function with ` D `(d; ') to be speci-
fied later36.

Remark 11 The analytic KAM theorem, we shall refer
to is the quantitative Kolmogorov Theorem as stated in
Remark 7–(i) above, with (69) strengthened by includ-
ing in the left hand side of (69) also37 k@("" " id)k"%

and k@(Q " Q")k"% (where “@” denotes, here, “Jacobian”
with regard to (y; x) for ("" " id) and “gradient” for
(Q " Q")).

The analytic characterization of di!erentiable functions,
suitable for our purposes, is explained in the following two
lemmata38

Lemma 2 (Jackson, Moser, Zehnder) Let f 2 Cl (Rd )
with l > 0. Then, for any $ > 0 there exists a real-analytic
function f : Xd

%
:D fx 2 Cd : jImx jj < $g ! C such that

8
ˆ̂̂
<

ˆ̂̂
:

sup
Xd

!

j f% j ! ck f kC0 ;

sup
Xd

!0
j f% " f%0 j ! ck f kC l $ l ; 8 0 < $ 0 < $ ;

(124)

where c D c(d; l) is a suitable constant; if f is periodic in
some variable xj, so is f% .

Lemma 3 (Bernstein, Moser) Let l 2 RCnZ and
$ j :D 1/2 j . Let f0 D 0 and let, for any j % 1, f j be real
analytic functions on Xd

j :D fx 2 Cd : jImx jj < 2! jg such
that

sup
Xd

j

j f j " f j!1j ! A2! j l (125)

for some constant A. Then, f j tends uniformly on Rd to
a function f 2 Cl (Rd ) such that, for a suitable constant
C D C(d; l) > 0,

k f kC l (Rd ) ! CA : (126)

Finally, if the f i’s are periodic in some variable xj then so
is f .

Now, denote by X% D Xd
%
$ T d & C2d and define (com-

pare Lemma 2)

P j :D P% j ; $ j :D
1
2 j
: (127)

Claim M: If j"j is small enough and if ` > * C 1, then
there exists a sequence of Kolmogorov symplectic transfor-
mations f˚ jg j&0, j"j-close to the identity, and a sequence of
Kolmogorov normal forms Kj such that

Hj ı ˚ j D KjC1 on W% jC1 (128)

where

Hj :D K C "P j

˚0 D "0 and ˚ j :D ˚ j!1 ı " j ; ( j % 1)
" j : W% jC1 ! W˛% j ; ˚ j!1 : W˛% j ! X% j ;

j % 1 and ˛ :D 1p
2
;

sup
x2T d

! jC1

j˚ j(0; x) " ˚ j!1(0; x)j ! constj"j2!(`!() j :

(129)
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The proof of Claim M follows easily by induction39
from Kolmogorov’s Theorem (compare Remark 11) and
Lemma 2.

From Claim M and Lemma 3 (applied to f (x) D
˚ j(0; x)"˚0(0; x) and l D `" * , which may be assumed
not integer) it then follows that ˚ j(0; x) converges in the
C1 norm to a C1 function " : T d ! Rd $ T d , which is
"-close to the identity, and, because of (128),

"(x C ! t) D lim˚ j(0; x C ! t)
D lim" t

H ı ˚ j(0; x) D " t
H ı "(x) (130)

showing that "(T d ) is a C1 KAM torus for H (note that
the map " is close to the trivial embedding x ! (y; x)).

Future Directions

In this section we review in a schematic and informal way
some of the most important developments, applications
and possible future directions of KAM theory. For exhaus-
tive surveys we refer to [9], Sect. 6.3 of [6] or [60].

1. Structure of the Kolmogorov set and Whitney smooth-
ness
The Kolmogorov set (i. e., the union of KAM tori), in
nearly-integrable systems, tends to fill up (in measure)
the whole phase space as the strength of the pertur-
bation goes to zero (compare Remark 7–(v) and Re-
mark 10). A natural question is: what is the global ge-
ometry of KAM tori?
It turns out that KAM tori smoothly interpolate in
the following sense. For " small enough, there ex-
ists a C1 symplectic di!eomorphism "" of the phase
spaceM D B $ T d of the nearly-integrable, non-degen-
erate Hamiltonians H D K(y) C "P(y; x) and a Can-
tor set C" & B such that, for each y0 2 C", the set
"!1

" (fy0g $ T d ) is a KAM torus for H}; in other words,
the Kolmogorov set is a smooth, symplectic deforma-
tion of the fiber bundle C" $ T d . Still another way of
describing this result is that there exists a smooth func-
tion K" : B ! R such that (K C "P) ı "" and K" agree,
together with their derivatives, on C" $ T d : we may,
thus, say that, in general, nearly-integrable Hamilto-
nian systems are integrable on Cantor sets of relative
big measure.
Functions defined on closed sets which admitCk exten-
sions are called Whitney smooth; compare [64], where
H. Whitney gives a su"cient condition, based on Tay-
lor uniform approximations, for a function to be Whit-
ney Ck.
The proof of the above result – given, independently,
in [50] and [19] in, respectively, the di!erentiable and

the analytic case – follows easily from the following
lemma40:

Lemma 4 Let C & Rd a closed set and let f f jg, f0 D 0, be
a sequence of functions analytic on Wj :D [y2CD(y; r j).
Assume that

P
j&1 supWj j f j " f j!1jr!k

j < 1. Then, f j
converges uniformly to a function f , which is Ck in the sense
of Whitney on C.

Actually, the dependence upon the angles x0 of "" is
analytic and it is only the dependence upon y0 2 C"
which is Whitney smooth (“anisotropic di!erentiabil-
ity”, compare Sect. 2 in [50]).
For more information and a systematic use of Whitney
di!erentiability, see [9].

2. Power series expansions
KAM tori T!;" D ""(T d ) of nearly-integrable Hamil-
tonians correspond to quasi-periodic trajectories
z(t; %; ") D ""(% C ! t) D " t

H(z(0; %; ")); compare
items (d) and (e) of Sect. “Introduction” and Remark 2–
(i) above.While the actual existence of such quasi-peri-
odic motions was proven, for the first time, only thanks
to KAM theory, the formal existence, in terms of for-
mal "-power series41 was well known in the nineteenth
century to mathematicians and astronomers (such as
Newcombe, Lindstedt and, especially, Poincaré; com-
pare [49], vol. II). Indeed, formal power solutions of
nearly-integrable Hamiltonian equations are not di"-
cult to construct (see, e. g., Sect. 7.1 of [12]) but direct
proofs of the convergence of the series, i. e., proofs not
based on Moser’s “indirect” argument recalled in Re-
mark 7–(iii) but, rather, based upon direct estimates on
the kth "-expansion coe"cient, are quite di"cult and
were carried out only in the late eighties by H. Elias-
son [27]. The di"culty is due to the fact that, in order
to prove the convergence of the Taylor–Fourier expan-
sion of such series, one has to recognize compensations
among huge terms with di!erent signs42. After Elias-
son’s breakthrough based upon a semi-direct method
(compare the “Postscript 1996” at p. 33 of [27]), fully
direct proofs were published in 1994 in [30] and [18].

3. Non-degeneracy assumptions
Kolmogorov’s non-degeneracy assumption (70) can be
generalized in various ways. First of all, Arnold pointed
out in [2] that the condition

det
!
Kyy Ky
Ky 0

"
¤ 0 ; (131)

(this is a (d C 1) $ (d C 1) symmetric matrix where
last column and last row are given by the (d C 1)-vec-
tor (Ky ; 0)) which is independent from condition (70),
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is also su"cient to construct KAM tori. Indeed, (131)
may be used to construct iso-energetic KAM tori, i. e.,
tori on a fixed energy level43 E.
More recently, Rüssmann [57] (see, also, [58]), using
results of Diophantine approximations on manifolds
due to Pyartly [52], formulated the following condition
(the “Rüssmann non-degeneracy condition”), which is
essentially necessary and su"cient for the existence of
a positive measure set of KAM tori in nearly-integrable
Hamiltonian systems: the image !(B) & Rd of the un-
perturbed frequency map y ! !(y) :D Ky(y) does not
lie in any hyperplane passing through the origin. We
simply add that one of the prices that one has to pay to
obtain these beautiful general results is that one cannot
fix the frequency ahead of time.
For a thorough discussion of this topic, see Sect. 2 of
[60].

4. Some physical applications
We now mention a short (and non-exhaustive) list of
important physical application of KAM theory. For
more information, see Sect. 6.3.9 of [6] and references
therein.
4.1. Perturbation of classical integrable systems

As mentioned above (Remark 1–(iii)), one of the
main original motivations of KAM theory is the
perturbation theory for nearly-integrable Hamilto-
nian systems. Among the most famous classical in-
tegrable systems we recall: one-degree-of freedom
systems; Keplerian two-body problem, geodesic
motion on ellipsoids; rotations of a heavy rigid
body with a fixed point (for special values of the pa-
rameters: Euler’s, Lagrange’s, Kovalevskaya’s and
Goryachev–Chaplygin’s cases); Calogero–Moser’s
system of particles; see, Sect. 5 of [6] and [47].
A first step, in order to apply KAM theory to such
classical systems, is to explicitly construct action-
angle variables and to determine their analyticity
properties, which is in itself a technically non-triv-
ial problem. A second problem which arises, espe-
cially in Celestial Mechanics, is that the integrable
(transformed) Hamiltonian governing the system
may be highly degenerate (proper degeneracies –
see Sect. 6.3.3, B of [6]), as is the important case
of the planetary n-body problem. Indeed, the first
complete proof of the existence of a positive mea-
sure set of invariant tori44 for the planetary (n C 1)
problem (one body with mass 1 and n bodies with
masses smaller than ") has been published only in
2004 [29]. For recent reviews on this topic, see [16].

4.2. Topological trapping in low dimensions
The general 2-degree-of-freedom nearly-integrable

Hamiltonian exhibits a kind of particularly strong
stability: the phase space is 4-dimensional and the
energy levels are 3-dimensional; thus KAM tori
(which are two-dimensional and which are guar-
anteed, under condition (131), by the iso-energetic
KAM theorem) separate the energy levels and or-
bits lying between two KAM tori will remain for-
ever trapped in the invariant region. In particular
the evolution of the action variables stays forever
close to the initial position (“total stability”).
This observation is originally due to Arnold [2];
for recent applications to the stability of three-
body problems in celestial mechanics see [13] and
item 4.4 below.
In higher dimension this topological trapping is
no longer available, and in principle nearby any
point in phase space it may pass an orbit whose ac-
tion variables undergo a displacement of order one
(“Arnold’s di!usion”). A rigorous complete proof
of this conjecture is still missing45.

4.3. Spectral Theory of Schrödinger operators
KAM methods have been applied also very suc-
cessfully to the spectral analysis of the one-dimen-
sional Schrödinger (or “Sturm–Liouville”) opera-
tor on the real line R

L :D " d2

dt2
C v(t) ; t 2 R : (132)

If the “potential” v is bounded then there exists
a unique self-adjoint operator on the real Hilbert
space L2(R) (the space of Lebesgue square-inte-
grable functions on R) which extends L above on
C2
0 (the space of twice di!erentiable functions with

compact support). The problem is then to study the
spectrum *(L) of L; for generalities, see [23].
If v is periodic, then *(L) is a continuous band
spectrum, as it follows immediately from Floquet
theory [23]. Much more complicated is the situa-
tion for quasi-periodic potentials v(t) :D V(! t) D
V (!1t; : : : ; !n t), where V is a (say) real-analytic
function on T n , since small-divisor problems ap-
pear and the spectrum can be nowhere dense. For
a beautiful classical exposition, see [47], where,
in particular, interesting connections with me-
chanics are discussed46; for deep developments of
generalization of Floquet theory to quasi-periodic
Schrödinger operators (“reducibility”), see [26]
and [7].

4.4. Physical stability estimates and break-down thresh-
olds
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KAM Theory is perturbative and works if the pa-
rameter " measuring the strength of the perturba-
tion is small enough. It is therefore a fundamental
question: how small " has to be in order for KAM
results to hold. The first concrete applications were
extremely discouraging: in 1966, the French as-
tronomer M. Hénon [32] pointed out that Moser’s
theorem applied to the restricted three-body prob-
lem (i. e., the motion of an asteroid under the gravi-
tational influence of two unperturbed primary bod-
ies revolving on a given Keplerian ellipse) yields
existence of invariant tori if the mass ratio of the
primaries is less than47 10!52. Since then, much
progress has been made and very recently, in [13],
it has been shown via a computer-assisted proof48,
that, for a restricted-three body model of a sub-
system of the Solar system (namely, Sun, Jupiter
and Asteroid Victoria), KAM tori exist for the “ac-
tual” physical values (in that model the Jupiter/Sun
mass ratio is about 10!3) and, in this mathemati-
cal model – thanks to the trapping mechanism de-
scribed in item 4.2 above – they trap the actual mo-
tion of the subsystem.
From a more theoretical point of view, we no-
tice that, (compare Remark 2–(ii)) KAM tori (with
a fixed Diophantine frequency) are analytic in "; on
the other hand, it is known, at least in lower di-
mensional settings (such as twist maps), that above
a certain critical value KAM tori (curves) cannot
exist ([39]). Therefore, there must exist a critical
value "c(!) (“breakdown threshold”) such that, for
0 ! " < "c!, the KAM torus (curve) T!;" exists,
while for " > "c(!) does not. The mathematical
mechanism for the breakdown of KAM tori is far
from being understood; for a brief review and ref-
erences on this topic, see, e. g., Sect. 1.4 in [13].

5. Lower dimensional tori
In this item we consider (very) briefly, the existence of
quasi-periodic solutions with a number of frequencies
smaller than the number of degrees of freedom49. Such
solutions span lower dimensional (non Lagrangian)
tori. Certainly, this is one of the most important top-
ics in modern KAM theory, not only in view of ap-
plications to classical problems, but especially in view
of extensions to infinite dimensional systems, namely
PDEs (Partial Di!erential Equations) with a Hamilto-
nian structure; see, item 6 below. For a recent, exhaus-
tive review on lower dimensional tori (in finite dimen-
sions), we refer the reader to [60].
In 1965 V.K. Melnikov [41] stated a precise result con-
cerning the persistence of stable (or “elliptic”) lower

dimensional tori; the hypotheses of such results are,
now, commonly referred to as “Melnikov conditions”.
However, a proof of Melnikov’s statement was given
only later by Moser [45] for the case n D d " 1 and,
in the general case, by H. Eliasson in [25] and, inde-
pendently, by S.B. Kuksin [37]. The unstable (“partially
hyperbolic”) case (i. e., the case for which the lower di-
mensional tori are linearly unstable and lie in the in-
tersection of stable and unstable Lagrangianmanifolds)
is simpler and a complete perturbation theory was al-
ready given in [45], [31] and [66] (roughly speaking,
the normal frequencies to the torus do not resonate
with the inner (or “proper”) frequencies associatedwith
quasi-periodic motion). Since then, Melnikov condi-
tions have been significantly weakened and much tech-
nical progress has beenmade; see [60], Sects. 5, 6 and 7,
and references therein.
To illustrate a typical situation, let us consider a Hamil-
tonian system with d D n C m degrees of freedom,
governed by a Hamiltonian function of the form

H(y; x; v; u; $) D K(y; v; u; $)C"P(y; x; v; u; $); (133)

where (y; x) 2 T n $Rn , (v; u) 2 R2m are pairs of
standard symplectic coordinates and $ is a real pa-
rameter running over a compact set ˘ & Rn of posi-
tive Lebesgue measure50; K is a Hamiltonian admitting
the n-torus

T n
0 ($) :D fy D 0g$T n $ fv D u D 0g ; $ 2 ˘ ;

as invariant linearly stable invariant torus and is as-
sumed to be in the normal form:

K D E($)C!($) # y C 1
2

mX

jD1
˝ j($)(u2j C v2j ) : (134)

The " t
K flow decouples in the linear flow

x 2 T n ! x C !($)t times the motion of m (decou-
pled) harmonic oscillators with characteristic frequen-
cies ˝ j($) (sometimes referred to as normal frequen-
cies). Melnikov’s conditions (in the form proposed
in [51]) reads as follows: assume that ! is a Lipschitz
homeomorphism; let˘k;l denote the “resonant param-
eter set” f$ 2 ˘ : !($) # k C˝ # ($) D 0g and assume

(
˝i ($) > 0 ; ˝i($) ¤ ˝ j($) ; 8$ 2 ˘ ;8i ¤ j
meas ˘k;l D 0 ; 8k 2 Znnf0g ; 8l 2 Zm : jl j ! 2 :

(135)

Under these assumptions and if j"j is small enough, there
exists a (Cantor) subset of parameters˘" & ˘ of posi-
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tive Lebesgue measure such that, to each $ 2 ˘", there
corresponds a n-dimensional, linearly stable H-invari-
ant torus T n

" ($) on which the H flow is analytically
conjugated to x ! x C !"($)t where !" is a Lipschitz
homeomorphism of ˘" assuming Diophantine values
and close to !.
This formulation has been borrowed from [51], to
which we refer for the proof; for the di!erentiable ana-
log, see [22].

Remark 12 The small-divisor problems arising in the per-
turbation theory of the above lower dimensional tori are of
the form

! # k " l #˝ ; jl j ! 2 ; jkj C jl j ¤ 0 ; (136)

where one has to regard the normal frequency ˝ as func-
tions of the inner frequencies ! and, at first sight, one
has – in J. Moser words – a lack-of-parameter problem.
To overcome this intrinsic di"culty, one has to give up
full control of the inner frequencies and construct, itera-
tively, n-dimensional sets (corresponding to smaller and
smaller sets of $-parameters) on which the small divisors
are controlled; for more motivations and informal expla-
nations on lower dimensional small divisor problems, see,
Sects. 5, 6 and 7 of [60].

6. Infinite dimensional systems
As mentioned above, the most important recent devel-
opments of KAM theory, besides the full applications to
classical n-body problems mentioned above, is the suc-
cessful extension to infinite dimensional settings, so as
to deal with certain classes of partial di!erential equa-
tions carrying a Hamiltonian structure. As a typical ex-
ample, we mention the non-linear wave equation of the
form

utt " uxx C V(x)u D f (u) ;

f (u) D O(u2) ; 0 < x < 1 ; t 2 R : (137)

These extensions allowed, in the pioneering paper [63],
establishing the existence of small-amplitude quasi-pe-
riodic solutions for (137), subject to Dirichlet or Neu-
mann boundary conditions (on a finite interval for odd
and analytic nonlinearities f ); the technically more dif-
ficult periodic boundary condition case was considered
later; compare [38] and references therein.
A technical discussion of these topics goes far beyond
the scope of the present article and, for di!erent equa-
tions, techniques and details, we refer the reader to the
review article [38].

A The Classical Implicit Function Theorem

Here we discuss the classical Implicit Function Theorem
for complex functions from a quantitative point of view.
The following Theorem is a simple consequence of the
Contraction Lemma, which asserts that a contraction ˚
on a closed, non-empty metric space51 X has a unique
fixed point, which is obtained as lim j!1 ˚ j(u0) for any52
u0 2 X. As above, Dn(y0; r) denotes the ball in Cn of cen-
ter y0 and radius r.

Theorem 3 (Implicit Function Theorem) Let

F : (y; x) 2 Dn(y0; r) $ Dm(x0; s) & CnCm

! F(y; x) 2 Cn

be continuous with continuous Jacobian matrix Fy; assume
that Fy(y0; x0) is invertible and denote by T its inverse; as-
sume also that

sup
D(y0;r)$D(x0;s)

k1n " TFy(y; x)k !
1
2
;

sup
D(x0;s)

jF(y0; x)j !
r

2kTk :
(138)

Then, all solutions (y; x) 2 D(y0; r)$D(x0; s) of F(y; x) D
0 are given by the graph of a unique continuous function
g : D(x0; s) ! D(y0; r) satisfying, in particular,

sup
D(x0;s)

jgj ! 2kTk sup
D(x0;s)

jF(y0; #)j : (139)

Proof Let X D C(Dm (x0; s);Dn(y0; r)) be the closed ball
of continuous function from Dm(x0; s) to Dn(y0; r) with
respect to the sup-norm k # k (X is a non-empty met-
ric space with distance d(u; v) :D ku " vk) and de-
note ˚(y; x) :D y " TF(y; x). Then, u ! ˚(u) :D
˚(u; #) maps C(Dm (x0; s)) into C(Cm ) and, since @y˚ D
1n " TFy(y; x), from the first relation in (138), it fol-
lows that u ! ˚(u) is a contraction. Furthermore, for any
u 2 C(Dm(x0; s);Dn(y0; r)),

j˚(u) " y0j ! j˚(u) "˚(y0)j C j˚(y0) " y0j

! 1
2

ku " y0k C kTkkF(y0; x)k

! 1
2
r C kTk r

2kTk D r ;

showing that ˚ : X ! X. Thus, by the Contraction
Lemma, there exists a unique g 2 X such that ˚(g) D g,
which is equivalent to F(g; x) D 0 8x. If F(y1; x1) D 0
for some (y1; x1) 2 D(y0; r) $ D(x0; s), it follows that
jy1" g(x1)j D j˚(y1; x1)"˚(g(x1); x1)j ! ˛jy1" g(x1)j,
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which implies that y1 D g(x1) and that all solutions of
F D 0 in D(y0; r) $ D(x0; s) coincide with the graph
og g. Finally, (139) follows by observing that kg " y0k D
k˚(g) " y0k ! k˚(g) " ˚(y0)k C k˚(y0) " y0k !
1
2kg " y0k C kTkkF(y0; #)k, finishing the proof. !

Additions:

(i) If F is periodic in x or/and real on reals, then (by
uniqueness) so is g;

(ii) If F is analytic, then so is g (Weierstrass Theorem,
since g is attained as uniform limit of analytic func-
tions);

(iii) The factors 1/2 appearing in the right-hand sides
of (138) may be replaced by, respectively, ˛ and ˇ for
any positive ˛ and ˇ such that ˛ C ˇ D 1.

Taking n D m and F(y; x) D f (y)" x for a given
C1(D(y0; r);Cn ) function, one obtains the

Theorem 4 (Inverse Function Theorem) Let f : y 2
Dn(y0; r) ! Cn be a C1 function with invertible Jacobian
fy(y0) and assume that

sup
D(y0;r)

k1n " T fyk !
1
2
; T :D fy(y0)!1 ; (140)

then there exists a unique C1 function g : D(x0; s) !
D(y0; r) with x0 :D f (y0) and s :D r/(2kTk) such that
f ı g(x) D id D g ı f .

Additions analogous to the above also hold in this case.

B ComplementaryNotes
1 Actually, the first instance of a small divisor problem

solved analytically is the linearization of the germs of
analytic functions and is due to C.L. Siegel [61].

2 The well-known Newton’s tangent scheme is an al-
gorithm, which allows us to find roots (zeros) of
a smooth function f in a region where the deriva-
tive f 0 is bounded away from zero. More precisely,
if xn is an “approximate solution” of f (x) D 0, i. e.,
f (xn) :D "n is small, then the next approximation
provided by Newton’s tangent scheme is xnC1 :D
xn " f (xn)/ f 0(xn) [which is the intersection with
x-axis of the tangent to the graph of f passing through
(xn ; f (xn))] and, in view of the definition of "n and
Taylor’s formula, one has that "nC1 :D f (xnC1) D
1
2 f

00($n)"n2/( f 0(xn)2 (for a suitable $n) so that "nC1 D
O("2n) D O("2n1 ) and, in the iteration, xn will converge
(at a super-exponential rate) to a root x̄ of f . This type
of extremely fast convergence will be typical in the an-
alyzes considered in the present article.

3 The elements of T d are equivalence classes
x D x̄ C 2!Zd with x̄ 2 Rd . If x D x̄ C 2!Zd and
y D ȳ C 2!Zd are elements of T d , then their distance
d(x; y) is given by minn2Zd jx̄ " ȳ C 2!nj where j # j
denotes the standard euclidean norm in Rn ; a smooth
(analytic) function on T d may be viewed as (“identi-
fied with”) a smooth (analytic) function on Rd with
period 2! in each variable. The torus T d endowed
with the above metric is a real-analytic, compact man-
ifold. For more information, see [62].

4 A symplectic form on an (even dimensional) manifold
is a closed, non-degenerate di!erential 2-form. The
symplectic form ˛ D dy ^ dx is actually exact sym-
plectic, meaning that ˛ D d(

P
iD1 yidxi). For general

information see [5].
5 For general facts about the theory of ODE (such as Pi-

card theorem, smooth dependence upon initial data,
existence times, . . . ) see, e. g., [23].

6 This terminology is due to that fact the the xj are
“adimensional” angles, while analyzing the physical di-
mensions of the quantities appearing in Hamilton’s
equations one sees that dim(y) $ dim(x) D dimH $
dim(t) so that y has the dimension of an energy (the
Hamiltonian) times the dimension of time, i. e., by def-
inition, the dimension of an action.

7 This terminology is due to the fact that a classical me-
chanical system of d particles of masses mi > 0 and
subject to a potential V(q) with q 2 A & Rd is gov-
erned by a Hamiltonian of the form

Pd
jD1 p2j /2mj C

V(q) and d may be interpreted as the (minimal) num-
ber of coordinates necessary to physically describe the
system.

8 To be precise, (6) should be written as y(t) D
v(!T d (! t)), x(t) D !T d (! t C u(!T d (! t))) where
!T d denotes the standard projection of Rd onto T d ,
however we normally omit such a projection.

9 As standard, U" denotes the (d $ d) Jacobian matrix
with entries (@Ui )/(@% j) D ıi j C (@ui )/(@% j).

10 For generalities, see [5]; in particular, a Lagrangian
manifold L &M which is a graph over T d admits
a “generating function”, i. e., there exists a smooth
function g : T d ! R such that L D f(y; x) : y D
gx (x), x 2 T dg.

11 Compare [54] and references therein. We remark that,
if B(!0; r) denote the ball in Rd of radius r centered
at !0 and fix ' > d " 1, then one can prove that the
Lebesguemeasure of B(y0; r)nDd

$;# can be bounded by
cd&rd!1 for a suitable constant cd depending only on d;
for a simple proof, see, e.g, [21].

12 The sentence “can be put into the form” means “there
exists a symplectic di!eomorphism " : (y; x) 2 M !
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(#; $) 2 M such that H ı " has the form (10)”; for
multi-indices ˛, j˛j D ˛1 C # # # C ˛d and @˛

y D
@˛1
y1 # # # @

˛d
yd ; the vanishing of the derivatives of a func-

tion f (y) up to order k in the origin will also be indi-
cated through the expression f D O(jyjkC1).

13 Notation: If A is an open set and p 2 N , then the
Cp-norm of a function f : x 2 A ! f (x) is defined as
k f kC p(A) : supj˛j%p supA j@˛

x f j.
14 Notation: If f is a scalar function f y is a d-vec-

tor; f yy the Hessian matrix ( fyi y j ); f yyy the symmet-
ric 3-tensor of third derivatives acting as follows:
fy y y a # b # c :D

Pd
i; j;kD1(@3 f )/(@yi@y j@yk)aib j ck .

15 Notation: If f is (a regular enough) function over
T d , its Fourier coe"cients are defined as fn :DR

T d f (x)e!in#xdx/(2!)d ; where, as usual, i D
p
"1

denotes imaginary unit; for general information about
Fourier series see, e. g., [34].

16 The choice of norms on finite dimensional spaces (Rd ,
Cd , space of matrices, tensors, etc.) is not particularly
relevant for the analysis in this article (since changing
norms will change d-depending constants); however
for matrices, tensors (and, in general, linear operators),
it is convenient to work with the “operator norm”,
i. e., the norm defined as kLk D supu¤0 kLuk/kuk, so
that kLuk ! kLkkuk, an estimate, which will be con-
stantly be used; for a general discussion on norms, see,
e. g., [36].

17 As an example, let us work out the first two esti-
mates, i. e., the estimates on ksxk%̄ and jbj: actually
these estimates will be given on a larger intermedi-
ate domain, namely, W%!ı/3, allowing to give the re-
maining bounds on the smaller domainW%̄ (recall that
Ws denotes the complex domain D(0; s) $ T d

s ). Let
f (x) :D P(0; x)"hP(0; #)i. By definition of k#k% andM,
it follows that k f k% ! kP(0; x)k% CkhP(0; #)ik% ! 2M.
By (P5) with p D 1 and $ 0 D $ " ı/3, one gets

ksxk
%! ı

3
! B̄1

2M
&

3k1ı!k1 ;

which is of the form (53), provided c̄ % (B̄12 # 3k1 )/&
and )̄ % k1. To estimate b, we need to bound first
jQyy(0; x)j and jPy(0; x)j for real x. To do this we can
use Cauchy estimate: by (P4) with p D 2 and, respec-
tively, p D 1, and $ 0 D 0, we get

kQyy (0; #)k0 ! mB2C$!2 ! mB2Cı!2 ; and

kPy (0; x)k0 ! mB1Mı!1 ;

where m D m(d) % 1 is a constant which depend
on the choice of the norms, (recall also that ı < $).
Putting these bounds together, one gets that jbj can

be bounded by the r.h.s. of (53) provided c̄ %
m(B2 B̄12 # 3k1&!1 C B1), ( % 2 and )̄ % k1 C 2. The
other bounds in (53) follow easily along the same lines.

18 We sketch here the proof of Lemma 1. The defining
relation  " ı ' D id implies that ˛(x0) D "a(x0 C
"˛(x0)), where ˛(x0) is short for ˛(x0; ") and that equa-
tion is a fixed point equation for the non-linear oper-
ator f : u ! f (u) :D "a(id C "u). To find a fixed
point for this equation one can use a standard contrac-
tion Lemma (see [36]). Let Y denote the closed ball
(with respect to the sup-norm) of continuous func-
tions u : T d

%0 ! Cd such that kuk%0 ! L̄. By (54),
jIm(x0 C "u(x0))j < $ 0 C "0L̄ < $ 0 C ı/3 D $̄ , for any
u 2 Y , and any x0 2 T d

%0 ; thus, k f (u)k%0;"" ! kak%̄ !
L̄ by (53), so that f : Y ! Y ; notice that, in particu-
lar, this means that f sends periodic functions into pe-
riodic functions. Moreover, (54) implies also that f is
a contraction: if u; v 2 Y , then, by the mean value the-
orem, j f (u)" f (v)j ! L̄j"jju"vj (with a suitable choice
of norms), so that, by taking the sup-norm, one has
k f (u) " f (v)k%0 < "0L̄ku " vk%0 < 1

3ku " vk%0 show-
ing that f is a contraction. Thus, there exists a unique
˛ 2 Y such that f (˛) D ˛. Furthermore, recalling
that the fixed point is achieved as the uniform limit
limn!1 f n(0) (0 2 Y) and since f (0) D "a is ana-
lytic, so is f n(0) for any n and, hence, by Weierstrass
Theorem on the uniform limit of analytic function
(see [1]), the limit ˛ itself is analytic. In conclusion,
' 2 B%0 and (55) holds.
Next, for (y0; x) 2 W%̄ , by (53), one has jy0 C
"ˇ(y0; x)j < $̄ C "0L̄ < $̄ C ı/3 D $ so that (56)
holds. Furthermore, since k"axk%̄ < "0L̄ < 1/3
the matrix 1d C "ax is invertible with inverse given
by the “Neumann series” (1d C "ax )!1 D 1d CP1

kD1("1)k ("ax )k D: 1d C"S(x; "), so that (57) holds.
The proof is finished.

19 From (59), it follows immediately that h@2y0Q1(0; #)i D
h@2yQ(0; #)iC"h@2y0 eQ(0; #)iDT!1(1d C"Th@2y0 eQ(0; #)i)
D: T!1(1d C "R) and, in view of (51) and (59),
we see that kRk < L/(2C). Therefore, by (60),
"0kRk < 1/6 < 1/2, implying that (1C"R) is invertible
and (1d C "R)!1 D 1d C P1

kD1("1)k"kRk D: 1C "D
with kDk ! kRk/(1 " j"jkRk) < L/C. In conclu-
sion, T1 D (1 C "R)!1T D T C "DT D: T C "eT ,
keTk ! kDkC ! (L/C)C D L.

20 Actually, there is quite some freedom in choosing the
sequence f$ jg provided the convergence is not too fast;
for general discussion, see, [56], or, also, [10] and [14].

21 In fact, denoting by B" the real d-ball centered at 0
and of radius %$" for % 2 (0; 1), from Cauchy esti-
mate (47) with $ D $" and $ 0 D %$", one has k"" "
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idkC p(B"$T d ) D supB"$T d supj˛jCjˇ j%p j@˛
y @

ˇ
x ("" "

id)j ! supj˛jCjˇ j%p k@˛
y @

ˇ
x ("" " id)k"%" !

Bpk"" " idk%"1/(%$")p ! constpj"j with constp :D
BpDBM1/(%$")p . An identical estimate holds for
kQ" " QkC p(B"$T d ).

22 Also very recently "-power series expansions have
been shown to be a very powerful tool; compare [13].

23 A function f : A & Rn ! Rn is Lipschitz on A if there
exists a constant (“Lipschitz constant”) L > 0 such that
j f (x)" f (y)j ! Ljx " yj for all x; y 2 A. For a general
discussion on how Lebesgue measure changes under
Lipschitz mappings, see, e. g., [28]. In fact, the depen-
dence of "" on ȳ is much more regular, compare Re-
mark 11.

24 In fact, notice that inverse powers of & appear
through (48) (inversion of the operator D!), therefore
one sees that the terms in the first line of (53) may be
replaced by c̃&!2 (in defining a one has to apply the
operator D!1

! twice) but then in P(1) (see (26)) there
appears kˇk2, so that the constant c in the second line
of (53) has the form (72); since & < 1, one can replace
in (53) c with ĉ&!4 as claimed.

25 Proof of Claim C Let H0 :D H, E0 :D E, Q0 :D Q,
K0 :D K, P0 :D P, $0 :D $ and let us assume (induc-
tive hypothesis) that we can iterate the Kolmogorov
transformation j times obtaining j symplectic transfor-
mations "iC1 : W%iC1 ! W%i , for 0 ! i ! j " 1, and j
Hamiltonians HiC1 D Hi ı "iC1 D Ki C "2

i Pi real-
analytic on W%i such that

j!j; jEi j; kQik%i ; kTik < C ;

j"j2i Li :D j"j2i cC&ı!'
0 2' iMi !

ıi

3
;

8 0 ! i ! j " 1 :

(*)

By ((), Kolmogorov iteration (Step 2) can be ap-
plied to Hi and therefore all the bounds de-
scribed in paragraph Step 2 hold (having re-
placed H; E; : : : ; $; ı;H0; E0; : : : ; $ 0 with, respectively,
Hi ; Ei ; : : : ; $i ; ıi ;HiC1; EiC1; : : : ; $iC1); in particular
(see (61)) one has, for 0 ! i ! j " 1 (and for any
j"j ! "0),

8
ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂<

ˆ̂̂
ˆ̂:

jEiC1j ! jEi j C j"j2i Li ;
kQiC1k%iC1 ! kQik%i C j"j2i Li ;

k"iC1 " idk%iC1 ! j"j2i Li
MiC1 ! MiLi

(C.1)

Observe that the definition of D, B and LI ,
j"j2 j L j(3Cı!1

j ) D: DBjj"j2 jM j , so that Li < DBiMi ,

thus by the second line in (C:1), for any 0 ! i ! j" 1,
j"j2iC1MiC1 < DBi(Mi j"j2

i )2, which iterated,
yields (66) for 0 ! i ! j. Next, we show that, thanks
to (65), (() holds also for i D j (and this means that
Kolmogorov’s step can be iterated an infinite num-
ber of times). In fact, by (() and the definition of C
in (64): jEjj ! jEj C P j!1

iD0 "
2i
0 Li ! jEj C 1

3
P

i&0 ıi <

jEjC 1
6

P
i&1 2!i < jEjC1 < C. The bounds for kQik

and kTik are proven in an identical manner. Now,
by (66)iD j and (65), j"j2 j L j(3ı!1

j ) D DBjj"j2 jM j !
DBj(DB"0M)2 j /(DBjC1) ! 1/B < 1, which implies
the second inequality in (() with i D j; the proof of
the induction is finished and one can construct an
infinite sequence of Kolmogorov transformations sat-
isfying ((), (C:1) and (66) for all i % 0. To check (67),
we observe that j"j2i Li D ı0/(3 # 2i)DBi j"j2i Mi !
(1/2iC1)(j"jDBM)2i ! (j"jDBM/2)iC1 and thereforeP

i&0 j"j2i Li !
P

i&1(j"jDBM/2)i ! j"jDBM. Thus,
kQ " Q"k%" !

P
i&0 kQ̃ik%i ! j"j2i Li ! j"jDBM;

and analogously for jE " E"j and kT " T"k. To esti-
mate k""" idk%" , observe that k˚i " idk%i ! k˚i!1 ı
"i " "ik%i C k"i " idk%i ! k˚i!1 " idk%i!1 C j"j2i Li ,
which iterated yields k˚i " idk%i !

Pi
kD0 j"j2k Lk !

j"jDBM: taking the limit over i completes the proof
of (67) and the proof of Claim C.

26 In fact, observe: (i) given any integer vector 0 ¤ n 2
Zd with d % 2, one can find 0 ¤ m 2 Zd such n #
m D 0; (ii) the set ftn : t > 0 and n 2 Zdg is dense
in Rd ; (iii) if U is a neighborhood of y0, then Ky(U) is
a neighborhood of ! D Ky(y0). Thus, by (ii) and (iii),
in Ky(U) there are infinitely many points of the form
tn with t > 0 and n 2 Zd to which correspond points
y(t; n) 2 U such that Ky(y(t; n)) D tn and for any
of such points one can find, by (i), m 2 Z such that
m # n D 0, whence Ky(y(t; n)) # m D tn # m D 0.

27 This fact was well known to Poincaré, who based on
the above argument his non-existence proof of in-
tegral of motions in the general situation; compare
Sect. 7.1.1, [6].

28 Compare (90) but observe, that, since P̂ is a trigono-
metric polynomial, in view of Remark 9–(ii), g in (96)
defines a real-analytic function on D(y0; r̄) $ T d

%0 with
a suitable r̄ D r̄(") and $ 0 < $ . Clearly it is impor-
tant to see explicitly how the various quantities depend
upon "; this is shortly discussed after Proposition 2.

29 In fact: kP̌kr;%!ı/2 ! M
P

jnj>N e!jnjı/2 ! Me!(ı/4)N
P

jnj>N e!jnjı/4 ! Me!(ı/4)N P
jnj>0 e!jnjı/4 !

constMe!(ı/4)Nı!d ! j"jM if (106) holds and N is
taken as in (104).
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30 Apply the IFT of Appendix “A The Classical Im-
plicit Function Theorem” to F(y; #) :D Ky(y) C
#@yP0(y) " Ky(y0) defined on Dd (y0; r̄) $ D1(0; j"j):
using the mean value theorem, Cauchy estimates
and (114), k1d " TFyk ! k1d " TKyyk C
j"jk@2yP0k ! kTkkKyyykr̄ C kTkj"jk@2yP0k !
C22r̄/r C Cj"j4/r2M ! 1

4 C 1
8 < 1

2 ; also: 2kTk
kF(y0; #k D 2kTkj#j@yP0(y0)k < 2Cj"jM2/r !
2CMr̄!1j"j < 1

4 r̄ (where last inequality is due
to (114)), showing that conditions (138) are fulfilled.
Equation (111) comes from (139) and (113) follows
easily by repeating the above estimates.

31 Recall note 18 and notice that (1d C A)!1 D 1d C D
with kDk ! kAk/(1 " kAk) ! 2kAk ! 20C3Mj"j,
where last two inequalities are due to (113).

32 Lemma 1 can be immediately extended to the y0-de-
pendent case (which appear as a dummy parameter)
as far as the estimates are uniform in y0 (which is the
case).

33 By (118) and (54), j"jkgxkr̄;%̄ ! j"jrL ! r/2 so that,
by (116), if y0 2 Dr̄/2(y1), then y0C"gx (y0; '(y0; x0)) 2
Dr(y0).

34 The first requirement in (123) is equivalent to require
that r0 ! r, which implies that if r̄ is defined as the r.h.s.
of (108), then r̄ ! r/2 as required in (110). Next, the
first requirement in (114) at the ( j C 1)th step of the
iteration translates into 16C2r jC1/r j ! 1, which is sat-
isfied, since, by definition, r jC1/r j D (1/(2. ))#C1 !
(1/(2. ))2 D 1/(36C2) < 1/(16C2). The second con-
dition in (114), which at the ( j C 1)th step, reads
2CMjr!2

jC1j"j2
j is implied by j"j2 j L j ! ı j/(3C) (cor-

responding to (54)), which, in turn, is easily controlled
along the lines explained in note 25.

35 An area-preserving twist mappings of an annulus A D
[0; 1] $ S1, (S1 D T 1), is a symplectic di!eomor-
phism f D ( f1; f2) : (y; x) 2 A ! f (y; x) 2 A, leaving
invariant the boundary circles of A and satisfying the
twist condition @y f2 > 0 (i. e., f twists clockwise radial
segments). The theory of area preserving maps, which
was started by Poincaré (who introduced such maps
as section of the dynamics of Hamiltonian systems
with two degrees of freedom), is, in a sense, the sim-
plest nontrivial Hamiltonian context. After Poincaré
the theory of area-preserving maps became, in itself,
a very rich and interesting field of Dynamical Systems
leading to very deep and important results due to Her-
man, Yoccoz, Aubry, Mather, etc; for generalities and
references, see, e. g., [33].

36 It is not necessary to assume that K is real-analytic, but
it simplify a little bit the exposition. In our case, we
shall see that ` is related to the number * in (66). We

recall the definition of Hölder norms: If ` D `0 C (

with `0 2 ZC and ( 2 (0; 1), then k f kC` :D k f kC` C
supj˛jD`0 sup0<jx!yj<1 j@˛ f (x)" @˛ f (y)j/jx " yj&;
C`(Rd ) denotes the Banach space of functions with
finite C` norm.

37 To obtain these new estimates, one can, first replace %

by
p

% and then use the remark in the note 21 with
p D 1; clearly the constant * has to be increased by one
unit with respect to the constant * appearing in (69).

38 For general references and discussions about Lemma 2
and 3, see, [44] and [65]; an elementary detailed proof
can be found, also, in [15].

39 Proof of Claim M The first step of the induction
consists in constructing ˚0 D "0: this follows from
Kolmogorov’s Theorem (i. e., Remark 7–(i) and Re-
mark 11) with $ D $1 D 1/2 (assume, for simplic-
ity, that Q is analytic onW1 and note that j"jkP0k%1 !
j"jkPkC0 by the first inequality in (124)). Now, assume
that (128) and (129) holds together with Ci < 4C
and k@(˚i " id)k˛%iC1 < (

p
2 " 1) for 0 ! i !

j (C0 D C and Ci are as in (64) for, respectively,
K0 :D K and Ki). To determine " jC1, observe that,
by (128), one hasHjC1ı˚ jC1 D (KjC1C"PjC1)ı" jC1
where Pj :D (P jC1 " P j) ı ˚ j , which is real-an-
alytic on W˛% jC1 ; thus we may apply Kolmogorov’s
Theorem to KjC1 C "PjC1 with $ D ˛$ jC1 and
% D ˛; in fact, by the second inequality in (124),
kPjC1k˛% jC1 ! kP j!1 " P jkX jC1 ! ckPkC` $`

jC1 and
the smallness condition (66) becomes j"jD$`!(

jC1 (with
D :D c"ckPkC` (4C)b2(/2), which is clearly satisfied
for j"j < D!1. Thus, " jC1 has been determined and
(notice that ˛2$ jC1 D $ jC1/2 D $ jC2) k" jC1"idk% jC2 ,
@(k" jC1 " id)k% jC2 ! j"jD$ jC1. Let us now check the
domain constraint ˚ j : W˛% jC1 ! X% jC1 . By the in-
ductive assumptions and the real-analyticity of˚ j, one
has that, for z 2 W˛% jC1 , jIm˚ j(z)j D jIm(˚ j(z) "
˚ j(Rez))j ! j˚ j(z) "˚ j(Rez)j ! k@˚ jk˛% jC1 jImzj !
(1 C k@(˚i " id)k˛%iC1 )˛$ jC1 <

p
2˛$ jC1 D $ jC1 so

that ˚ j : W˛% jC1 ! X% jC1 . The remaining inductive
assumptions in (129) with j replaced by j C 1 are eas-
ily checked by arguments similar to those used in the
induction proof of Claim C above.

40 See, e. g., the Proposition at page 58 of [14] with g j D
f j " f j!1. In fact, the lemma applies to the Hamiltoni-
ansHj and to the symplectic map " j in (82) in Arnold’s
scheme with Wj in (81) and taking C D C" :D fy0 D
lim j!1 y j(!) : ! 2 B\K!1

y (Dd
$;# )g and y j(!) :D y j

is as in (82).
41 A formal "-power series quasi-periodic trajectory, with

rationally-independent frequency !, for a nearly-in-
tegrable Hamiltonian H(y; x; ") :D K(y) C "P(y; x)
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is, by definition, a sequence of functions fzkg :D
(fvkg; fukg), real-analytic on T d and such that
D!zk D J2d!k(rH(

Pk!1
jD0"

j z j)) where !k(#) :D
1
k!@

k
" (#)j"D0; compare Remark 1–(ii) above.

42 In fact, Poincaré was not at all convinced of the con-
vergence of such series: see chapter XIII, no 149, en-
titled “Divergence des séries de M. Lindstedt”, of his
book [49].

43 Equation (70) guarantees that the map from y in the
(d " 1)-dimensional manifold fK D Eg to the (d "
1)-dimensional real projective space f!1 : !2 : # # # :
!dg & RP d!1 (where !i D Kyi ) is a di!eomorphism.
For a detailed proof of the “iso-energetic KAM Theo-
rem”, see, e. g., [24].

44 Actually, it is not known if such tori are KAM tori in
the sense of the definitions given above!

45 The first example of a nearly-integrable system (with
two parameters) exhibiting Arnold’s di!usion(in a cer-
tain region of phase space) was given by Arnold in [4];
a theory for “a priori unstable systems” (i. e., the case
in which the integrable system carries also a partially
hyperbolic structure) has been worked out in [20] and
in recent years a lot of literature has been devoted to
study the “a priori unstable” case and to to try to at-
tack the general problem (see, e. g., Sect. 6.3.4 of [6] for
a discussion and further references). We mention that
J. Mather has recently announced a complete proof of
the conjecture in a general case [40].

46 Here, we mention briefly a di!erent and very elemen-
tary connection with classical mechanics. To study the
spectrum *(L) (L as above with a quasi-periodic po-
tential V (!1t; : : : ; !n t)) one looks at the equation q̈ D
(V (! t) " -)q, which is the q-flow of the Hamiltonian
" t
H H D H(p; q; I; ';-) :D p2/2 C [- " V (')]q2/2

where (p; q) 2 R2 and (I; ') 2 Rn $ T n w.r.t. the
standard form dp^ dqC dI ^ d' and - is regarded as
a parameter. Notice that '̇ D ! so that ' D '0 C ! t
and that the (p; q) decouples from the I-flow, which is,
then, trivially determined one the (p; q) flow is known.
Now, the action-angle variables(J; %) for the harmonic
oscillator p2/2 C -q2/2 are given by J D r2/

p
- and

(r; %) are polar coordinates in the (p;
p

-q)-plane; in
such variables, H takes the form H D ! # I C

p
-J "

V (')/
p

- sin2 % . Now, if, for example V is small, this
Hamiltonian is seen to be a perturbation of (n C 1)
harmonic oscillator with frequencies (!;

p
-) and it

is remarkable that one can provide a KAM scheme,
which preserves the linear-in-action structure of this
Hamiltonian and selects the (Cantor) set of values of
the frequency ˛ D

p
- for which the KAM scheme can

be carried out so as to conjugateH to a Hamiltonian of

the form ! # I C ˛J, proving the existence of (general-
ized) quasi-periodic eigen-functions. For more details
along these lines, see [14].

47 The value 10!52 is about the proton-Sun mass ra-
tio: the mass of the Sun is about 1:991 # 1030 kg, while
the mass of a proton is about 1:672 # 10!21 kg, so that
(mass of a proton)/(mass of the Sun) ' 8:4 # 10!52.

48 “Computer-assisted proofs” are mathematical proofs,
which use the computers to give rigorous upper and
lower bounds on chains of long calculations by means
of so-called “interval arithmetic”; see, e. g., Appendix C
of [13] and references therein.

49 Simple examples of such orbits are equilibria and pe-
riodic orbits: in such cases there are no small-divi-
sor problems and existence was already established by
Poincaré by means of the standard Implicit Function
Theorem; see [49], Volume I, chapter III.

50 Typically, $ may indicate an initial datum y0 and y
the distance from such point or (equivalently, if the
system is non-degenerate in the classical Kolmogorov
sense) $ ! !($) might be simply the identity, which
amounts to consider the unperturbed frequencies as
parameter; the approach followed here is that in [51],
where, most interestingly,m is allowed to be 1.

51 I. e., a map˚ : X ! X for which 90 < ˛ < 1 such that
d(˚(u); ˚(v)) ! ˛d(u; v), 8u; v 2 X, d(#; #) denoting
the metric on X; for generalities on metric spaces, see,
e. g., [36].

52 ˚ j D ˚ ı # # # ı ˚ j-times. In fact, let uj :D ˚ j(u0)
and notice that, for each j % 1 d(ujC1; uj) !
˛d(uj ; uj!1) ! ˛ jd(u1; u0) D: ˛ jˇ, so that, for each
j; h % 1, d(ujCh ; uj) !

Ph!1
iD0 d(ujCiC1; ujCi ) !Ph!1

iD0 ˛
jCiˇ ! ˛ jˇ/(1 " ˛), showing that fujg is

a Cauchy sequence. Uniqueness is obvious.
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Glossary

Analytical method for solving an equation The method
for obtaining the exact solutions of an equation.

Solitons The special solitary waves which retain their
original shapes and speeds after collision and exhibit
only a small overall phase shift.

" ˙1
t the time
(x; y) Cartesian coordinates of a point
@!1
x an indefinite integrate operator

R
dx.

Definition of the Subject

This paper presents the analytical methods for obtaining
the exact solutions of the Korteweg–de Vries Equation
(KdV equation).

The KdV equation and its exact solutions can describe
and explain many physical problems. In addition, it is
a typical, relatively simple and classical equation among
the many nonlinear equations in physics. Much of the
literature of nonlinear equation theory customarily uses
solving soliton solutions of the KdV equation as an exam-
ple to introduce the nonlinear theory, method and char-
acter of soliton solutions. During the last five decades, the
construction of exact solution for a wide class of nonlinear
equations has been an exciting and extremely active area
of research. This includes the most famous nonlinear ex-
ample of the KdV equation.

In the family of the KdV equations, a well known KdV
equation is expressed in its simplest form as [1,2,3,4]:

ut(x; t) C ˛u(x; t)ux (x; t) C ˇuxxx (x; t) D 0 : (1)


